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" . . . .pieces of fine or coarse
textile, skilfully embroidered in
slight relief, with coloured untwisted silk thread so as to flower
in attractive designs, this traditional craft of the ChambP
Valley. . . . have come to be
known. . . .as Charnb?i rumcils.
As
museum pieces,
wallhangings and pictorial examples
of a phase and aspect of Indian
arts and crafts. . . .the Chambs
rumtils have in recent times come
to acquire a name and fame. . . . "
Shri A. K. Bhattachaqya who
happens to be a very knowledgeable Director of the oldest and
one of the foremost museums of
India,. . . .has seen and studied
a large number of Cllamb2
rumds in the various private
and public collections of India,
and has put forward in this
elegantly produced monograph,
the results of his study. A cursory
glance at the marginal headings
of this short monograph would
be enough to convince anybody
that he has discussed the subject
as exhaustively as possible within
the spacc at his disposal.
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FOREWORD
Small, square, rarely circular as well, pieccs of fine or coarsc tcxtile, skilfully
embroidered in slight relief, with coloured untwisted silk thread so as to flower
in attractive designs that were pictorially significant, and which were used for
covering offerings made to gods and goddesses or presents made on auspicious
and ceremonial occasions, seem to have been once in cxtensive use in the green
valleys of the western Himalayas, from about the sixteenth century onwards, it
seems, if one is to go by recordcd evidence, but presumably from earlier times.
I t is somewhat curious, however, that the source of all such pieces that have come
down to us and arc still cxtant, as well as that of this traditional craft which is still
practised, happen to be what is known as the Chamb2 Valley; one does not usually
find it elsewhere. These textile pieces have, therefore, come to be known in recent
times, to all connoisseurs, collectors and students of thc history of Indian arts and
crafts, as Chambs rumcils. As museum pieces, wall-hangings and pictorial examples
of a phase and aspect of Indian arts and crafts and as those of translations of
Pahadi painting in terms of embroidery, the Cllamb2 rumcils have in recent times
come to acquire a name and fame that could hardly have been dreamt of by the
simple and i~lnocentvillage maid or maiden who used to work her thread and
needle in the traditional discipline of a craft handed d o ~ mfrom generation to
generation, but which she did with intense faith and devotion, love and affection
for whom her piece was intended. Not without reason, I believe Coomaraswamy
asked himself: why exhibit art ?
But art or craft is no longer what it was in a traditional society as in India.
Today one must know how to satisfy the collector and connoisseur who aspires to be
knowledgeable, the curator in the museum who have to cater to curious and
enquiring visitors, and the student of Indian arts and crafts who want to be more
and more conversant with more and more facts and information to enable him
write a treatise, or at the most, understand the culture and civilisation of a given
time and space. These are all certainly very legitimate. But let us also bear in mind
that the kind of traditional society which produced these pieces, had other aims and
purposes than ours.

Mr. A. K. Bhattacharyya who happens to be a very knowledgeable Director
of the oldest and one of the foremost museums of India, has done in respect of
C h a m b ~rut~lal~,
what exactly a museum-curator or director should do, namely to

bring out, among various other things he has to do besides, informative, educative,
attractive but knowledgeable literature that go to providc the background of the
exhibits of his and other museums that he has access to and knowledge of. Mr.
Bhattacharyya has seen and studied a large number of C h a m b ~rumils in the
various private and public collections of India, and has put forward in this elegantly
produced monograph, the results of his study. A cursory glance at the marginal
headings of this short monograph would be enough to convince anybody that
he has discussed the subject as exhaustively as possiblc within the space at his
disposal.

I welcome this addition to the monograph series of the Indian Museum.

Simla
23 December, 1967

PREFACE
'This little Monograph on ChambZ RumZl is the result of studies on this
interesting handicraft, mainly from the hill-guarded valley of ChambZ, for a number
of years, which at once explains the delay in its publication since I first wrote on the
subject in 1962 in the Bulletin of the Centre National d' Etude de Textiles Anciens,
Lyon, France. For, over the years, as and when new and interesting specimens came
to knowledge, these were examined and studied. Yet, the fact remains that very
many special types of these rumils were missed, or could not be specifically discussed
or illustrated in the present work. The rcason is obvious, for which no apology is
needed.
In the general discussions about the background of this art in Chambs, I hope
I have been able to gather together such material as would be helpful in any further
studies in the subject, or for the matter of that, in the wider field of art in ChambZ,
including paintings that form a distinctive contribution to the art of India.
Before I close, I must express my indebtedness to the Board of Trustees of the
Indian Museum for readily agreeing to include this work in their publication programmes. I am particularly beholden to Prof. Dr. Niharranjan Ray, M.A., D. Lett.
et Phil. (Leyden), for writing the learned Foreword to the book. I am thankhl to
Shri Amal Sarkar, M.A., LL.B., our Publicatioll Superintendent, whose enthusiasm in
seeing the work through the Press has always kept me enlivened during the long
delay in its publication, in which the endurance of the printers, Sree Saraswaty Press
Limited, has been commendable. My thanks are also due to Sarvashri Shyamal
Kanti Chakravarty, M.A., Curator, Naren Ray, artist and Gour Krishna Ghosh and
Debabrata Chanda of the Publication Section, for various assistance rendered.
Finally, I must express my gratitude to Miss Sipra Nandi, M.A., Curator of the
Art Section, Indian Museum, who has kindly prepared the Index to the book.

Indian Museum
Buddha Purnima
12th May, 1968
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INTRODUCTION
D U R I N G the eighteenth century a vcry artistic branch of popular handiwork
originated in the valley of ChambZ in a special kind of textile embroidery which
was done on hand-spun cotton cloth to be used mainly as covers and decorative pieces, widely known as rumdls. ChambZ is a small valley situated in the
Western Himalayas between north lat. 32' 11' 30" and 30" 13' 6"
Geography
and east long. 75" 49' and 77" 3' with a n approximate area
the region
of 3,216 sq. miles, now integrated with the State of Himachal
Pradesh within the Indian Union. I t overlooks the swift Rowing RPvi on one
side and clings to the great Himalayan ranges on the other. From time immemorial its earlier capital Brahmor, ancient Brahmapura, situated on the Budhal,
a tributary of the Rgvi not only continued to be the seat of political power
till the 10th century of the Christian era, but came to be regarded through the
ages as a grand treasure-house of ancient temples, sculptures and wood-carvings
almost up to the middle of the 17th century A.D. Under the name Brahmapura it
is mentioned in the inscriptions of the 10th century A.D. Varzhamihira's mention
of Brahmapura along with the countries of the north-eastern regions, like Kira,
Kgimira, Abhissra, Darada, Kuliita, etc., evidently refers to the ancient principality
on the Upper Riivi. I n the Mirka!~dtya Purina also theBrahmapurakas are mentioned
in the same connection. Kalhana (12th cent. A.D.) praises in connection with the
account of Sussala's campaigns against several chiefs of the Chenub and Rgvi valleys,
a king of this region as being responsible for preserving the "enemy's land, Brahmapuri" with its temples etc. Inscriptions on several brass images take us back to A.D.
700 when Men-varman, the king, referred to in these records must have lived.
One of the famous temples, though lately damaged, that of Narasirbha, contains
the brass image of Narasimha form of NZrByana erected by queen Tribhuvanarekhs
and endowed by Yugakara-varman, son of Sailla-varman, most probably in the
10th century A.D. There were elaborate wood-carvings on the State Kothi a t
Brahmor which are believed to have been executed in the time of RgjZ Pnthvi
Singh (1641-64 A.D.) in the 17th century, some of which have now found their
way into the local State Museum. The ancient State of Brahmor included a number
ofpargunis like, Ranhiim-Kothi, Pyuhra, Belj, Gum and Lilh.

Founded by Sghilla-varman in the first half of the 10th century A.D., the little
town of Chambii, however, came soon after to be recognised as the principal seat
of government of the entire valley. Two of the copper-plate grants, both dated,
issued by his son YugBkara-varman and grandson Vidagdha-varman are from

Chamba as the new capital. I11 these records the namc of thc t o ~ mis given as
Canpaks, while the R6jatnrarigi?zihas it as Champ.?. which is the earliest mention of
this capital in literature. Champ2 is mentioned by Kalhana in connection with thc
incidents of the time of Anantadeva of K s m i r a (Kashmir). The name Champ%is,
however, supposed to have been derived from a goddess Champavati whose temple
stands between the palace and the ChaugHn. An abundance of Champaka trees
(LllichelinChanzpaX-a) in the township may have also lent the name to the place,
as is sometimes believed. The ChambH town situated picturesquely on a plateau
above the confluence of the Rgvi and the Siil (or SHhb) is built round a rcctangular
green which goes locally by the name of Chaugln (i.e., Polo-game).
The geographical placement of ChambH is very interesting from the point of
view of its easy intercourse with some of the art centres in the western Himalayan
ranges. The Sundhriri road provides a direct communication between ChambH
and Basohli, the capital of the State of that name. Medieval foreign travellers also
record a second road from Chambi to Basohli along the right bank of the Ravi.
The trade-route that runs from Delhi to Kashmir through the lower hills includes
this journey through Basohli. Balor (anc. Vallipura), ancient capital of the Basohli
(anc. Viivasthali) State is within five miles from Bhadu which lies on the above
route to Kashmir. Between ChambH and Kfingrii, a distance of about 54 miles, a
direct line of communication was supplied by the CuHri road which passes the
village of ManglH (Skt. Mangala). The main road from CurTri passes by the ruins of
THrHgad, a strong-hold founded by Jagat Singh, the Pathania chief of Nurpur, and
defended by the latter against a Mughal attack in 1641-42 A.D. undcr ShHhjahrTn.
That TrTrHgad was under the rule of Chambi is vouchsafed by a few inscriptions
in THkari dated in the year 63, i.e., 1787 A.D. in the reign of Raja Rzj Singh of
ChambB. This road itself after a further run of half a mile connects Chambg with
Nurpur.
With the ascension of Umed Singh of Chambii (1748-64 A.D.) a definite
impetus to art and architecture was given from during the latter half of the 18th
century, which continued during the reign of his son and successor, Riij Singh
(1764-94 A.D.), followed by the latter's son and successor Jit
Historical contacts of ChambP Singh (1794-1808 A.D.). And it is quite likely that the art of
the rumdls originated sometime during the period and continued
well into the early years of the present century. As ill bc presently seen, considerable influcnce of the pictorial art of the miniatures, specially from Basohli and
KHrigrB, is noticed in these embroideries done with silk thrcads providing a glossy
effect. The influences from KHrigrP and Basohli in these rumils can bc traccd
back to the political contacts with these regions almost constantly sincc thc middle
of the 17th century A.D. An early contact is cvidcnced in a land-grant or king Balabhadra (1589-1641 A.D.), the Nurpur Plate of h s t r a era 94, bestowing land on a

certain ByZsa, a priest of Nurpur requiring the latter to be loyal to ChambZ. Slightly
later in date is Prithvi Singh's (1641-64 A.D.) dispute with Basohli in about 1648
A.D. About a century later, in 1744 A.D. (A.H. 1158), the bestowal of the jargand
of PafhiyPr, a jdgir in KPngrZ, on R5jZ Dalel Singh, i.e., Diler Singh (1735-48 A.D.)
of ChambP by Zakariyya KhPn, Governor of Lahore, i n a sanad issued under his seal,
which was confirmed in A.H. 1175 (1762 A.D.) in Umed Singh's reign by Duriini
Ahmad ShPh by a sanad issued under the seal of the latter, proves a clear opportunity
for cultural contacts through political annexation. The Rihlu 'iliqa and Palam (anc.
Pralamba) which once formed part of the ChambP State and had been annexed
by Akbar to the Mughal dominions, were re-occupied by Umed Singh. The Mughal
court artists with their superior technique of the lines and imbued with the spirit
of the Hill painters were thus available to the expanding ChambP State under Umed
Singh. Riij Singh, son of Umed Singh, conquered Basohli in 1782 A.D. and concluded a treaty with RZjZ SansZr Chand Katoch of KHrigrZ in 1788 AD.-incidents
which brought the two States still closer to Chambii, and in the field of art and culture
a great interchange of ideas and techniques took place as an obvious result thereof.
I t is a very happy augury also to note that the Treaty with KZngrP was signed at
Nadona, now Nadaun, a great centre of art in KPngrP. I n fact, the political conquests
and treaties were greatly helpful in the exchange of artists and artistic works. And
while it is presumable that gifts of miniatures and possibly of other art objects
including the typical embroideries, the rumdls, were offered as a good gesture of
political alliance, artists from one region were despatched to the other in order to
help and devrlop the arts mutually. I n about 1794 A.D., however, Riij Sing11 crossed
the DhaulZ Dhiir in an attempt to curb the ambitions of SansHr Chand of Kiirigr2
who claimed Rihlu as an integral part of his dominions but was slain at NErti near
Shiihpur in the same year. I n the train of these political expeditions, it is likely that
cultural units, the local artists and artisans, followed the royal ambition for a cultural
expansion, and seeking new fields and new societies, even new geographical setting,
the artists and craftsmen came over to the new settlements and were absorbed there.
Rihlu was finally occupied by MahPrZjZ Ranjit Singh in 1821 A.D. so that as a part
of the Sikh dominions, the colourful Sikh style ofpaintings came to influence Chambii
art specially in portrait paintings, and also the ChambP rutndls, though very remotely,
in so far as colour distribution is concerned.
Epigraphic records also confirm this fact of exchange and mutual influence
in the field of art through specific instances. In the Lakshmi-NZrZyana temple
inscription of Sri Simha dated 1915-17 V.S. (1858-60 A B . ) there is mention of an
artist-scribe, Upiidhyaya Mirachu (Mirachu, the teacher) from Viivasthali (i.e.,
Basohli) who was settled by the king Sri Sirhha in ChambZ and who wrote the
record in question (likhitamidarn Upidhyiyo Miracu Viiuaslhalicirri Srirnan-~ahdriijddhirija Sri Sri Sri Sri-Simhittamim Srinlan-Mahirdja-kripayd Campiiyim k.ritauasatini
Miracuili likhitam).

One of the m& uses of the embr~ideredrum& or covering pieces from this
place was to provide an artistic sheet on the offering to deiGes, on presents from
bride's home to that ofthe bride-groom or vice-versa, though thdr utility as mementos
and sheer work of art done at leisure by slrilfbl housewives remained the overall
impelling force intheir wide variety and fineness of execution. This latter use makes
it clear that they were presented also on occasions of festivals. A counterpart of these
embroideries can be seen also in the embroidered cholh or blouses or even scarves.
Their wide use as scarveil or wmdh probably ultimately lent the name to these
covering pieces. A
painting depicting the Brahmins' wives carrying offerings
to K@h% shows a casket covered with an embroidered nmcil. The painting is

Fig. l--Dopin& mwying Jnings cowed uifh mbrmdned cbh tu Krkhna. Ririgrd p&ing,

18th Cenhny A.D.

preserved in the Provincial Museum a t Lucknow (fig. 1). Yet extant specimcns and
other evidences go to show that such embroidery was done not only on scarves
or coverpieces but on a much larger field of utilitarian garments and household
accessories, such as, fans, caps, pillows, dice-cloth (chaupads), bedstead, wallhangings, ceiling covers (chindotis), etc.
T h e embroidery was effccted by a double satin stitch carried forward and
backward alternatelv,
,, done
simultaneously on the two
sides of the cloth, so that
the space on both sides is
filled up making the embroidered field on both
faces appear equally effective and similar in content.
This is technically known as
dorukhii. T h e
Dtfails from a Bigh frmn Ha:ara dirlf.: uorkrd by r.riafioru in a,hift
Technique
and orange silk with the palltrn trnphnristd by rm~linaour
satin stitch is
doubh-rtmning ~ l i f c h
generally resorted to for
covering large and continuous patterns spread over
a wide surface without
pressurising the cloth. T h e
untwisted and dyed silk
thread of a wide variety
of colours used in this kind
of embroidery leaves the
figures and patterns smooth
and glossy, and equally
graceiul on both sides, the
positive and the negative.
T h e outline drawn in black
usually with fine charcoal is
in general practice filled in
with black silk threads in
simple stem stitch. While,
however, this is mostly true
in patterns, human figures
and also minute anddeliGate
floral and plant
otrail, D/ dtsign in C M d
~imilar10 phulkiri, ,homing horiconbl,
W I U and
~ diagonal rlikhcs
motifs are given no separate
contour avoiding repulsive glaringness in the general artistic and lyrical eflect.

In some cases of ChambP embroidery, the influence of phulkiri technique
and pattern from Eastern Punjab is largely noticeable. I n theselhulkdri or 'flowering
works', the entire field of the rumil is covered u p with the floral patterns, the main
content of which is geometrical and, therefore, stylised and formal. T h e similarity
of these lies not only in the pattern or the technique itself, but also in the fact
that the base is coarse khaddar in both cases and the yarns are untwisted silk of
deep yellow, white, orange, red and blue. T h e designs thus common to phulkiri
and ChambP rumcils, brought about by horizontal, vertical and diagonal stitches,
have distinctive names, of which the Bdgh or the garden design, rectangular in layout, are mostly in common.
T h e cloth used for this purpose is a kind of mal-mal-a handspun thin fabric
mainly manufactured in the Punjab. These specially delicate and thin threads
are made in Sialkot, Amritsar and Ludhiana. A slightly different variety of cloth
used as the base for these was the klraddar, also hand-woven with hand-spun yarn.
Perhaps a more sophisticated variety was the machine-made fine
The base-cloth
cloth used for this purpose more often in later specimens. T h e
cloth is generally unbleached, and the design is drawn in outline with fine charcoal
usually on this unbleached fabric. Traces of these drawings are often lcft on unfinished and unembroidcred portion of a rumdl.
The task of drawing the outline was generally entrusted to an artist as may
be easily guessed from some of the motifs and compositions of these embroidered
rumdls revealing features and characteristics strikingly common with
The artist
contemporary paintings not only in the murals and miniatures from
the regions immediately close but also from areas round about and noted for specific
styles and idioms, like Guler, Nurpur, KZrigrP and Basohli,-the same touch of lyricism
running through both these expressions of art, the paintings and the embroidered
rzrntdls. I n these miniature compositions endowed with a balance and a harmony of
colours the consummate hand of the PPh5di artist is easily discernible. I n fact, the
choice and distribution of colours clearly reveals the unseen under-current of the
aesthetic feeling of the artist with which the embroiderers must have been greatly
imbued. For, it is quite apparent that the choice and distribution of the different
colours were in most cases dictated by the artist involved rather than being left to the
embroiderers. The soft flowing lines of both flowers and figures, of background
vegetation, hills, trees and shrubs-all recall the miniature compositions in the
great PahPdi styles. Even the borders in its typical decorative pattern of the
meandering flowers are clearly taken almost intact from the PiihPdi miniatures,
specially of the KPngrP qalam. The same Krishna-lib themes, notably the
Rcisamandala and the divine Flute-player worshipped by gopis form the subjectmatter of these rumdls. The same floral abundance with the dreamy willow, the
green plantain, and the same architectural background with similar accessories

accompany the figures, apart from the similar details of the dresses, ctc. These leave
us in no doubt as to the master minds of the painters that worked behind
the beautiful compositions brought to colourful finish through the deft needle of
the embroiderers.
Within the linear boundaries, thc inside spacc was filled up by doublc running
stitches in parallel courses. The result is an elevated charm sprcad by these coloured
threads with thc relief best brought out by this technique. Thc contrasting and
bold colours of the threads in the embroidery in their own elevation leave the drab
and dull background of the mal-mal or the khaddar into complete insignificance
and nullity. The result imparts a n unprecedented depth to thc designs with
a spontaneous feeling of relief. T h e cloth pieces are generally square, with a few
rare circular ones, though similarly embroidered. In fact, there are two circular
covers at the Bhuri Singh Museum, ChambP.
Thesc rurndls, as Dr. Kramrisch would observe, are paintings translated into
embroidery. Nevertheless, the whole texture of these embroidered rurncils is permeated
by a strong feeling for patterns. T h e artists commissioned for the drawings, as can
be naturally expected, were familiar with paintings of the Hill
The r u d l s
States, more particularly of KPngrB, and within the rectangular
framework of the textile pieces they tried to transplant the poetic imagery of the
delicate paintings on to the embroidered field. Both the lay-out and the contents
prove that these textile pieces are greatly inspired by contemporary paintings, more
closely by tliose from KZngrB, and the embroidered pieces pictorially form a vcritable replica of these. A lyrical touch permeates throughout the composition which
is brought out by fine workmanship with the needle. Even the immediate decorative framework of the KZngrZ paintings which is characteristic of that famous school
is invariably adopted in these colourful rurndls. I n fact, the adoption of the elliptical
frame, so usual with KingrP painters, in a superb embroidery in a rumdl depicting
the different kinds of nciyikis for each panel of a type of heroine (pl. IX) brings it still
closer to that form of the PahHdi art of the 18th century. The floral decorations a t
the borders occupy about 3.2 to 4.8 cm. of ground all around and reveal a large
variety of patterns and combinations. Sometimes an inner circular border around
the central figure is formed by a meandering creeper interspaced with flowers,
often within a lined band, while in some cases, as in Risamandala scenes, it is
formed very skilfully bv the outstretched arms of dancing gopis. An inner square
border is also noticed, though rarely, made of a different floral composition than
the outcr one. The central space is generally occupied by figures, such as, the
dancing pair of RSdhB and Krishna, elephant with a royal rider, Krishna as
four-armed Vishnu, and the like except in those pieces where a series of individual
panels or continuous scenes are depicted. Though these embroideries derive their
inspiration from paintings in their general lay-out and themes, there is a

the latter's devotion to Krishna, the land-grant being made for the pleasure of Lord
Krishna (Sri-Klishna-~rit~e).
R5j Singh's catholicity in religious worship, however,
is manifest in his invoking the gods, Lakshmi-NHrHyana, ManimaheSa, ChHmundH
and ChampHvati equally in connection with his Trcaty with king SansHr Chand
of KHrigrr?,in 1788 A.D., the text of thc Treaty opening with a homage to Rima,
whose figures find conspicuous expression in the embroideries. King Sri-~imha's
donation in honour of a local deity JHlZmukhi is known from his Vadi Grant of
V.S. 1913 (1856 A.D.), wlule his devotion to Lakshmi-NZrZyana is made manifest
in his Plate dated 1915-17 A.D. froin this temple. I t is, therefore, quite natural
that with almost an unbroken continuity of Vaishnavism in the valley backed by
royal patronage, Vaishnava cult-images like the four-armed NZrHyana, or Vishnu as
JagannHtha of Puri (pl. VII), should find a more favoured place in the embroidered
patterns. The permeating Bhakti cult of the eighteenth century centering round
Kyishna and his love-sports with gopis which almost over-flowed the whole of
northern India also left its indelible impress on the ChambZ embroiderers.'
The possibility of a complete scene or inotif on a miniature ground was
largely explored in this art of the rumils as it developed in ChambH. It is through
this possibility that the embroidered ChambH rumrilsgrew and developed in the image
of the miniature paintings. In the predominance of the Krisllna legends as motifs
on these runzcils and in their depiction of the tti$kci-bhedas (pls. I X & X) and RigaRiginis, the entire imagery of the KHngrZ paintings may be said to have been reflected here, though through a different channel. Of the different individual incidents in
the life of Kyishna taken as motifs for these rumils, the following largely predominate,
viz., Krishna's birth in prison, his journey from MathurH to Gokul on VHsudeva's
lap, the miracles of Govardhana-dhrirana, KHliya-damana, etc., and last but not
the least, his sports with cowboys and his dalliance with RHdhH in the company
of gopis, specially in the form of the RcZsamandala, where not only his figure in the
company of RHdhH, or as Lakshmi-NaHyana, is shown in the centre but with each
gopi joined hand in hand in the circle (mapdala) on miraculously assuming a
multiple of forms at the same time (pls. V & VI). In fact, a large variety of
Risamapdala compositions is available.
In the development of the art of embroidery in ChambH at least two to
three stages in the technique may be recognised. A kind of small stitches in the usual
double-run perhaps forms the earliest technique. The second stage
Stages
is reached when the stitches appear long, though the back field
1 Cf. Figs. offour-armed Niriyapa wilh Lakshmi in rwnd No. 61.1009 of National X4useum, No. 14207 of Indian
bluscurn, Knshpa playing on the Flute in No. 61.962 oTNational Museum.Cuur-armedRrishpa standing witlun a shrine in
No. 104 A.G. of Indian Museum, Krish~afour-armed, scatcd, in No. 50 A.G. oC Indian Museum, Kyishrpwilh Flute, and
Kidhi in No. 15041 and in 14200 o i Indian Museum, Krishna wilh gopo boys, gopis and the cows in No. 14126 o l
Indian Museum, Divine triad of Jagannitha, Balarima and Subhadri of Puti in a piecc in Blluri Singh Museum,
Chambi (pt. VII) etc.

which forms the negative side of the cloth appears equally glossy and smooth, and
though the ground cloth remains handspun mal-mal or khoddar. A definitely late
stage is marked by tlie use of machinc-made cloth. On such cloth though the fine
small stitch embroidery is sometimes effectively done1 very often a coarser type
of embroidery emerges leaving tlie back unsmooth and crude on the textile^.^
In tlie earlier specimens another technique followed is the interweaving of silver
threads or badla, for eye-lets, ornaments, bu!is (small flowers) and border of
. etc. In the matter of 'styles' in the Chamb5
garments, etc., as exemplified in ~ 1I11
rumils at least two different types may be discerned. Though the more sophisticated
one in the style of the PZhZdi paintings was the usual and more widely used
one, there was a folk style where the women embroiderers seem to have drawn
their own patterns and designs. These were mostly done on personal garments,
like the chob etc. though rumils proper were also embroidered with these folk
patterns and figures (pls. IV & V). O n the rumils they sometimes take peculiar
forms specially in the facial outlines. Strange bird-like heads with beak-like lips
drawn in profile form the special characteristics of this folk style and when Krishna
and RZdli5 and the gopis are drawn in this style they appear so strangely peculiar.
The threads used in the style are greatly fibrous and boldly coloured. The limbs
of the figures are someti~nesdisproportionate, with dresses showing no clear lines.
The base-cloth in such style is generally coarse klzaddar and the technique is so loose
as to leave the other side as unfinished negative, unlike of ChambZ embroideries
proper. I t seems, the folk-style was one of the earlier modes though even after the
compositions were being drawn by the classical artists, this popular style continued
to find favour. But while brilliant pink and lemon yellow along with purple and
moss green were common in tlie folk style, the classical painters' directive changed
them to colours of much more pictorial effect, e.g., ochre yellow, dark green, etc.
In the characteristic dresses in some of the early Chambg rumdls, the headdress and the lower garments for gopa-boys are peculiar and interesting. In the
Rlisamandala scenes of early origin: Krishna is shown with a conical head-gear with
protruding folded ends at the sides, typical of Chamb5
Dresses
paintings. The short lower-dress with a flowing band and a knot at
the waist, as revealed here in the multiple forms of the gopa-boys in dance with the
gopis or approaching K~ishna,is also characteristic of the Chambz school of paintings.
The flowing chdddar over the shoulders is always parted, and from the back near tlie
neck, it invariably flows on the two sides flappant with the movement of the figures.
The dress of the women, the gopis in dance or in attendance, is equally peculiar, the
l

Cf. R u m 1 showing RBamandala, No. 60.500, in the National Museum, New Delhi.

' C/. R u n d s , No. 60.502 in blk-style, No. 60.844 showing R&amondala

and No. 61.55 showing another composition
in R&arnandala, now in the National hdureum, New Delhi.
'Cf. Chambl ~md/s,No.14126 now in the Indian Musmm, Calcutta and No. 51.28124 nowin tile National Museum,
New Delhi.

dopattii covering the back of the head falls apart at the front, while the ghigrd is
bordered below in a different colour. The ladies' dress is more typical of ChambP
where, figures of gopis, as in the scene of Krishna playing on the flute in a
composition framed immediately by a pair of willow trees on two sides, have ghrigrd
banded horizontally or vertically, in variegated colours1. The vertically banded
upper garment of male figures is also a notable device with Cllamb2 embroideries.
In fact, not only in the case of garments of human beings, but the bodies of animaLs are
often shown banded as a special feature in these ChambH embroideries (pl. XVI)2.
The conical head-cap for the gopa-boys was the usual type of head-gear for
the common people as noticed earlieS. This is a variation of the head-gear worn by
the gaddis, i.e., shepherds (fromgadar=a sheep) in the Hill States like Kulu, ChambZ,
etc. Generally a cap is worn along with a piece of cloth considered as parsrid of Siva,
usually in orange colour. A wide combination of the variegated bands and also of
rectangular and even oblong segments in the patterns of the flowing ghigri is available, as in the multiple figures of the gopis forming the Rlisamapdald. In the distinctive crown for Krishna and RZma marking divinity, at least two types are discernible,
one with a single tiara and the other with an upper tuft of peacock's feathers. This
latter is also a familiar feature known to K2ngrZ. T h e kamar-bandh or waist-band
which was adopted in KZngrZ art as from the Mughals who inherited this from the
Persians, continued to be shown in the ChambZ rumdls, and figures of Krishna as
also of Rtima invariably reveal this feature in the dress. The other kind of full-robe
is also noticed as in the dress of Rgma seated on the throne with Sits5, Krishna as
four-armed Vishnu in the central circle of the Risamapdala, elephant-rider, niiyikd
figures, etc. In some cases, a more direct image of the KZngrfi paintings is noticed
in that an overlapping long coat down almost up to the ankle and tied at the waist
by a palkii, with a pyjama, rather closely fitted, is the usual dress of the robed males
(pl. XVI etc.).
As in KZngrii paintings, attempt at sketching perspective inherited fiom
Mughal art, is interesting in these embroidered rumdls. In the marriage scene (pl. XIII)
the study in perspective depicting the different sequences of the ceremony is clever,
the upper panel showing the bridal pair coming home, and the lower, the arrival of
the procession. The idea of movement of the figures in both these, constitutes the
excellence of these compositions in hand-stitched embroideries. The veil of the bride
here is formed by woven threads of silver (badld).
For the delineation of the trees, a certain usual and conventional type is
Cf. ChambH rum&, Nos. 51.28/21,61.960 and 61.1009, now in the National Museum, New Delhi. Also ph. IV,
V11, IX, XI1 & XIII.
'Cf. ALo the dress of the rid- in the Elephant-rid- scene, ChambP m-/No.
, 61.452, now in the National
Museum, New Delhi.
a See &o, the head-gear ofthe attendant 01 the rider, in the
cited at fn. 2 above.
Charnbl m - l , No. 51.28146, now in the Naciond Museum, New Delhi.
ChambP r u d , No. 51.28145, National Museum, New Delhi.
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followed, as in the paintings of the period from this region. The conventional willow
trees, the cypress and the most characteristic clustering thick trecs
Trees
typiQing Chamb2 paintings, and lastly, the soothing plantain trees
often bent with flower and the fruits, are embroidered in magnificent colours.
Apart from trees and flowers, the animals depicted in the rumrils are large in
variety. They include running deer, prancing horses, leaping tigers, fleeting rams,
running boars-all dynamic and vivacious. These often go in the corners as decoraAnimals and
tions rather than at the bottom. Sometimes they fill up the interbirds
spaces and form a part of the general back-g-round of green vegetation. I n Krishna-lil2 figures the calf leaping at the sight of the returning mother
cow, in the composition depicting Kyishl!a playing on flute, flanked by gopis,
is a lively portrait, and possesses the subtlety of a painted scene1. The richly
caparisoned horse and the elephant, as in the Rukmipi-harapa scene2 and the
Elephant-rider scene3 respectively, reveal Mughal grandeur inherited by the PZhsdi
artists and transplanted in these works. Caparisoned camel was also depicted
by the ChambZ embroiderer with equal zeal @l. X I I I ) . The birds include
peacocks, swans, ducks, sometimes decorative and sometimes symbolic. The
peacock stands for the absent lover, while the ducks in pair symbolise love
in union.
There are a few characteristic musical instruments depicted in this folk art.
They are typical of the Hill States to which the embroideries belong. Among the
flute variety, the more usual is the rapasingi which is a curved blowing instrument
of copper (see pls. VI, X I I I , etc.). Though by name it is a war
Musical
Instruments
trumpet, it is used also on such occasions as marriage ceremony.
Another typical blowing instrument is the kahal which is a straight
longish blow-pipe (see also pls. VI, X I I I , etc.). A slightly flatter bottom and longer
blowing mouth in another variety of this is known by the name of karnril, which also is
largely in use in the music in marriage processions. T h e varieties of drums depicted
in these embroidered rumils are several in number. Of the commonest types is the
two-faced dholak, known in shorter variety as folki, which has a somewhat smaller
face on one side (pl. V1 and fn. 2 below) being played by hand. Another variety
is the nigrird type which has one flat face and a domical body, and is played by two
sticks one in each of the hands. This is generally used while seated and is avoided
in processions4. T h e other types of musical instruments usually depicted are the
kharatdla (cymbals), the sitdr and the tdnpurd (pls. VI, XI11 etc.).
Cllamb%ruma, No. 51,28/21. now in the National Museum, New Delhi.
rumdl, depicting scene of Rvkmi!li-harana, now in the collection or the All-India Handicrdts
Board, New Delhi.
a CJ fn. 2, p. 10.
C h b l rurm-I, No. 51,28/24, now in the National Museum, Ncw Delhi.
1 C/.

Cf. Chambi
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Though not very common, architectural background sometimes provides
the real similarity in the Chamb5 rumils with the contemporary P5hHdi miniatures.
The straight trabeate type of architecture in the rum61 showing the
Architecture
Rukmini-harana scene with its small minarets and the typical arched
drawings at the square niches clearly remind one of its direct reflection from K2ngii
painting and ultimately from the Mughal. T h e distant architecture in some of thc
embroidered panels, like the one showing the nciyiki-bhedas, is also an influence
drawn from the Mughal convention in the same direction.
T h e colours used are varied and large in number. No Cllamb2 rurnil is
in a single colour. The preponderance of blue in some of the earlier pieces is remarkable. Kyishna, whenever depicted bare-bodicd, is'embroidcred
Colours
blue, except in a few cases, where the colour is mauve. Green, sky
blue, orange, yellow are some of the other colours of the threads frequently in use
in these embroideries. I n the choice of colours, however, it must be said, the
guiding principle was the variety, rather than appropriateness.
Like paintings, the embroiderers chose to remain anonymous in most cases.
I n a rumil with marriage scene, however, the name of the lady who embroidered
The
the piece is given by a few long stitches a t the left corner as
Govindad~sil. Similarly, a Risanlandala r u r n d l ~ s not only
called so in the piece itself by a writing made by long stitches but is stated to
be the work of one Baudha RBni Devi. It is further stated there that the rumil
was offered to (literally, placed on) the deity Lakshmi-NZr%ya~!a, and is dated
Samvat 1968, i.e. 1911 A.D.
"Baudha RZci, wife of Devi Dis, offered this rumcil to Sri Thakur LakshmiNBrZyana Samvat 1968".

' Cf. ChambH nnnd, No.

60.891, now in the National hluseum, New Delhi.

CJ Chambl rmP, No. 60.500, now in the National h.Iuseum, New Delhi.

Sometimes a whole poetic verse is stitched on to the ~umcildescribing
the subject, usually a scene from K~ishna'slife, as in a piece in the collections
of the Lahore Museum, now in Pakistan.
So far as dated and dateable pieces of rurndl are concerned, the earliest belong
to the late 16th century A.D. A historical person, Babey Nanki, sister of Guru
Ngnak, is said to have embroidered in the ChambZ technique a piece now preserved
in the historic Sikh shrine in Gurdiispur district, Punjab.
The rumn'ls of Chambs are more intimate to the life of the common people
than even the contemporary miniature paintings. As household products, the
handi-work of the most graceful lady of the family, the wife, or the most devoted
and venerated one, the mother, these rumcils have a rare touch of intimacy and
grace not obtainable in any other form of art. As pieces of art, these have rare
pictorial quality. Laid in the form of miniature paintings these achieved a subtlety
and liveliness in no way different from the works with the paint and the brush.
Done with devoted skill of the lady in the family, these are spontaneous exprcssions
ofjoy of life, revealing a thorough appreciation of the sentiments of love and devotion.
The depiction of the marriage scenes, n q i k d s , and K~ishna's love-episodes with
RBdhB, bears ample testimony to the intimacy with which the eternal sentiment
of love in its aspects of union and separation is treated in these rumcils. This dynamic
approach and intimacy of its execution are all pervaded by a divine grace which
is symbolically present almost everywhere in Indian art, these rumn'ls from the
ChambZ Valley being no exception.

Table showing the comparative dates of kings reigning in Chambd and the Stales around

Hari Chand founds
Haripur-Guler c. 1405
Vijay Chand

c. 1605

Riip Chand

c. 1610

M i n Singh

1635

B i a m Singh
C

VI

Rgj Singh
Dalip Singh

1661
c. 1675

1695

Vijay RIm Chand c. 1660
Uday R?im Chand

Balabhadra

1589-1641 Suraj Mall

Prithvi Singh

1641-64

1687

Jagat Singh

1619-46

R2jrup Singh

1646-61

Mindhiti

1661-1700

Bhim Chand

c. 1690

Chattar Singh

1664-90

Alam Chand

c. 1697

Uday Singh

1690-1 720 DayidhZti

Hamir Chand

1700

Ugar S i g h

1720-35

Abhaya Chand

1747

Dale1 Singh

1735-48

Ghamand Chand

1751

Umcd Singh

1748-64

R5j Singh

1764-94

Jit Singh

1794-1808

Charhat Singh

1808-49

SansHr Chand 1775-1823

c. 1618

1700-35

Prithvi Singh

1735-89

Bir Singh

1789-1 846

68.5 cm. X 70 cm.
Indiatz Museum, Calcutta
The worship of Ganeia as a theme was very popular with embroiderers in
ChambZ, specially for the rutnlils. This theme in various lay-outs and compositions
was drawn and embroidered since very early years of this tradition. I n the present
rumlil of a n early technique is revealcd a very fine and soothing delineation with a
great pictorial effect. As in classical Kirigra paintings, the main subject-matter is
put under a framework of scalloped arch resting on pilasters. T h e deity is seated
cross-legged on a full-blown lotus and is invariably shown four-armed in such
compositions. I n his upper right hand he holds a lotus, in his upper left a battle-axe
(paraiu, kulhira), in his lower right the broken tusk, and in the lower left probably a
sweet-meat (modaka). The stalk of the lotus sprouts from a lotus pond denoted by a
few lotus leaves and watery shrubs. The attribute of a lotus in the hands of Ganeia
is not common, though in the case of MahB-Ganapati and the figure of NyittaGal~apatisculptured in the HoysaleSvara temple at Halebid, the presence of a lotus
in his hand is vouchsafed. O n two sides below the seat are two figures of mouse,
the vehicle of the deity, that to the left is a seated one and the one to the right
appears standing. Beyond, there are flowers and flower plants. T h e two corners left
by the scalloped arch in the rectangular framework are filled with floral patterns
and designs with a few lotuses interspersed. The figure of the deity is under a greenleaved tree serving as an umbrella from one side but symmetrically placed. T h e
figure is flanked by two female devotees, that to the right carrying sweetmeats in a
tray and the one to the left swinging chowri with her right arm stretched out in
adoration. According to some thinking, these may represent Buddhi and Siddhi,
the consorts of Ganeia. Both the figures of t h e attendants are under typical willow
tree familiar in KSngrZ paintings. The dresses of the female devotees are a 'combination' and a cheddar (or odhni, scarf) which acts as a veil. These constitute typical
Pahadi dress of ladies in the 18th-19th centuries A.D.
The rectangular space inside is further bounded by rectilincar bands crossing
each other at the four corners, showing formal and stylised floral patterns. Except for
the floral petals, deep red is seldom used and whenever used pleasantly so. Tlle

over-all impression of the composition which is spaced with flowers, is of green and
light-green bringing about a very soothing visual effect.
From the compositional excellence and workmanship of a high order, as also
from thc use of the earlier type of the base-cloth, 11arnc.ly nral-mal, this can well be
assigned to the middle of thc 19th century A.D.

53 cm.X 49 cm.
Bhuri Singh Museum, Chambd

A more stylised form of the composition than in Plate No. I, this rumil shows
a central figure of Gane6a within a framework of rectangular bands with crosspetalled floral patterns in each individual segment therein. Beyond, there is a still
broader band of ruby patteins in variegated colours arranged in zigzag lines. The
deity at the centre, crowned, has a decorative umbrella fitted with bells, supported
on a metal rod as it were, with two flowering banana trees in their natural colour
flanking it from the two sides. Flowering banana trees, a veritable sign of plenty and
auspiciousness, was a great favourite of ChambB, and in general, PZhSdi painters,
and naturally so with the embroiderers too. A specially designed and highly
decorative lamp hangs from the backwall, lending a n elegance of its own to the entire
set-up. The devotee at the left waves the chimara (chowri) over the deity by the left
hand while the right hand holds probably a garland. The right hand of the devotee at
the right holds a water-pot, while the left hand carries a tray of ofberings. GaneSa
holds in his upper right hand a battle-axe (paraiu) while his lower right hand has a
lotus. The upper left carries a dish of sweets (modaka) which the trunk touches for
partaking from it and the lower left has the rosary of beads (akshamcili). The deity
apparently in dhyinisana sits on a lotus embroidered in blue with a dish of offering
confronting him on the ground. Apart from a small bowl of offering there is a jug of
water with a sprout and a handlc which is typical of similar water-pots obtainable in
Pshadi paintings and is clearly taken from the Mughal proto-types. The small mouse,
the usual vehicle of the deity, seated beside on the ground, typifies the lively creature
in such deft workmanship of the needle.
The typical ChambB feature of the banded skirt (ghigrd) is noticeable here in
the pieces worn by the female devotees attending on GaneSa. The gradually
diminishing vertical bands are an ingenuity introduced here.

76 cm. X 77.5 cm.
Indian Museum, Calcutta
Of all the Krishna themes perhaps the most favourite with the Punjab hill
painters, from whom the embroiderers of ChambZ imbibed much of this art was the
scene of Rdsamapdal'a. Apart from its devotional and musical appeal, its symmetry
of composition was no less responsible for its being readily and widely adoptcd for
embroidery. Rdsa, however, was love in union with RfidhH, and may be available in
the lonely composition of the pair, RHdhH and Kyishna, instead of the group of
gopinis encircling the Lord dancing and dallying at the centre. The present composition is one of the finest, showing this exclusive scene of Krishna and RZdhZ under the
willow tree whose drooping branches provide the canopy for the divine pair,
and, in art, supply the most convenient, yet unobtrusive, symmetry of composition.
The figure of Kyishna in blue, with hdra (necklace) in silver thread, crowned
two-tiered mukula, typical of paintings in the hill Statcs, specially KZngrZ and
Garhwal, stands gracefully clad in yellow robe (dhoti) with an odhni over the shoulders,
holding the divine flute in the right hand and stretching the left arm over RZdhZ
standing beside. While Krishna speaks with RZdhZ in affection, RgdhZ dressed in a
red combination and an odhni in yellow raises her right hand as if in course of a talk,
with the left hand raised to the waist. A decorative border of the composition shows
silver bufi work. Both RZdhH and Krishna stand on full-blown lotus. The figure of
Klishna answers the Cila-Gouinda verse :
ill

The composition is well-laid inside a rectangular space bounded by a band
of meandering floral patterns in variegated colours. The inside corners of the inner
space show green pine trees, while there are four flowering plantain trees, two with
leaves in light chocolate and two in green. Each of these trees is flanked by a pair of

peacocks, one on each side, the two pairs on the right and the left, show blue body
with red feathers, and the two others, top and below, with deep chocolate body and
light brown feathers. The whole composition is a successfil study in symrnet~yand
balance in rectilinear arrangements.

KRISHNA
(POUR-ARMED
?) WITH GOPIN~S

52 cm. X 55 cm.

Indian Museum, Calcutta
The most typical of the folk-style embroideries is represented by the present
rurnif which delineates a four-armed figure in dark chocolate a t the centre, probably
Kyishna, and two figures, one on each side, apparently female, and in banded skirt,
(ghigrci) probably representing gopinis. The so-called folk-style embroideries are those
where thc figures and patterns are drawn in outline by the housewife herself who is
also the embroiderer. As such, these drawings are necessarily very crude and peculiar,
though no less vivacious. Some of the postures and dresses, and other accessories,
like the hair-do, appear extremely funny and satirical. The peculiar beak-like mouth
is typical of this style and almost invariably outstretched arms arc a common element.
Even in some cases, the blunted feet, covered up in the flowing dress in a very
symmetrical pattern, constitutc a characteristic feature. The flowers and the floral
patterns are similarly stylised, and in the present case, fill the corners of the inner
quadrangle which is bounded by rectangular bands containing meandering flowers
and leaves.
The three figures are in the dancing pose, as though in Vasanta-riga, with the
central figure, probably Krishna, waving a flower in the right and a leaf in the left
upper hand.

~ E I + (FOUR-ARMED?)
~ A
%VX%%X GO-

84 cm. X 85 cm.
Indian Museum, Calcutta

Risamandala where Krishna dances with popinis clasping them in their hands
in a circle has a peculiar composition in painting and embroidery, viz., that Krishna
is shown not encircled by gopinis but he assumes a multiple of forms and holds the
hands of each gopini so as to form a circle. This peculiarity is apparently due to
compositional difficulty in delineating profiles and shaded figures. I n paintings, more
so in embroidery, the centre of this encirclement is occupied by four-armed Vishnu
with normal attributes, sometimes accompanied by Lakshmi.
The present rumdl, one of the folk-styles, embroidered on khaddar (see ante
p. 10), shows the usual disproportionate and stiff delineation of the figures, though
the figures of gopinis reveal banded desi,gns, typical of Chambi embroideries. That tllc
folk-style also appears to have been of very intimate workmanship is proved by their
similarity in the design and figure-patterns to the decorations and animal-motifs in
Kinlhk of Bengal and other parts of eastern India. The little doll-like figures in the
hanging quadrangular swings at the four corners support this view. The swans and
ducks, and other birds as also the animals, including the two elephants with mahouts
at right in bright colours also amply testify to this. The trees, the floral shrubs
and individual flowers are stylised both inside the central pictorial quadrangle as
also in the outer bands and corners. This is also true of the small flower-pot with
little plants at the centre, below the Rdsamandala figures.
Vishnu, the central deity, is here four-armed, and is unaccompanied by
Lakshmi, his consort, and sits on a thick petalled lotus in variegated colours. This
figure, which is crowned, is encircled by a plain-band of varicd colour-strips.

~ S A M A N D A L AWITH

L A K S H M ~ - N ~ G YAT
AN
THE
A CENTRE

94 cm. X 98 cm.
Indian Museum, Calcutta
I t is well-known that on account of a general upheaval of Vaishnavism in
northern India, in the few centuries following the 16th, a number of popular
lyrics were composed and sung among the masses. Jayadeva's Gifn-Govindam of the
12th century A.D. was already popular as a lyrical composition to be sung in praise
of Radha and Kyishna. Their love-sport at Vlindavana, describcd in this poem, was
the inspiring force also for the most delicate paintings specially from the Punjab Hill
States of Basohli and Kgngra. The embroiderers of Chamb5 found in this
continuous melody a convenient subject for the most lustrous and colourful
composition. Of all the items in the love-sports, the Risamandala, because of its
circular symmetry and its scope for variegated colours in the dresses and poses of
the figures respectively of the individual gopi and of the numerous figures of
Kyishna, has a n appeal of its own in paintings and also in embroideries following
closely the paintings.
The present rurnil depicting the Risamandala shows the figure of Vishnu, fourarmed, with Lakshmi beside, both seated on a double-petalled lotus, the inter-leaves
of which are not filled in. T h e figure of Vishnu, however, is crowned like that of
Klishna, and is depicted blue, with the usual attributes in the anti-clock-wise order,
conch-shell(inrikha), disc(chakra), lotus(padma) and staff(gadi). The divine pair is
flanked by a n adoring monkey on each side. Of the five figures of K ~ i s h n a ,who
generally thus multiplies himself in a Risa-lild, four are in blue as usual, while the
fifth one on the top, shows light pink colour. The figures of gopinis, each wearing a
combination of a different colour, has a n odhni taken in various ways, are as lively and
playful as can be expected in a dynamic and musical love-sport as this.
The dancing circle ofgopinis and figures of Klishna, alternating each other, has
five figures of musicians, one at each of the four corners and a fifth one a t the bottom
below. The corner figures, all female, show as playing, in the clock-wise order, from
top left, a karnril, a pair of cymbals, a sanasingi, and a tinpuri. The sole male figure,
at bottom, is a drummer, shown with a n uplifted stick, with his left hand at the other

face of the drum, in a most realistic way. Flowering shrubs flank this figure, while
plantain trees, two in natural green and yellowish green, and two in variegated
colours, separate the figures and floral patterns, symmetrically.
The inner quadrangular space is bounded by floral bands crossing each
other at right angles, with the corners, so left out, filled with floral designs. At the
four rectangular spaces beyond the floral bands, there is a pair of peacocks set in the
most exquisite colours, interspaced with floral shrubs, marked with a most imaginative combination of colours, and drawn and embroidered with finest linear precision.'

' C/. RPdhi and Krishna on throne with ~ & h i s all amund gathering flowers, etc., fmln tres-'Some
Chambi' by Puran Singh, R i p m , October, 1927.

Rumll Rorn

101 cm. X 98 cm.

Bhuri Singh Museum, Chambd
The embroidered piece reveals a unique architectural pattern with surmounting domed watch-towers in miniature approached by steps. The horizontal and
vertical bands on the front elevation, on the first floor, including the cornices, are filled
in with floral compositions. The design is essentially trabeate, and the central quadrangle enshrines the crowned figure of Krishna playing on the flute attended by
R?idhH in red ghrigrri. This is flanked by two figures, one on each side, enclosed in a
typical horse-shoe-shaped arch, available with the Kgngrii paintings, each of the
figures facing the central deity with folded hands in worship. At the left, the figure
wears a sarfiech and probably represents a R?ij%.Though it is very difficult to identify
him, it is significant that he is without a beard. The three successive Riij.jHs, R3j
Singh (1 764-94 A.D.), Jit Singh (1794-1808 A.D.) and Charhat Singh (1808-44 A.D.)
had bearded figures, and sincc the rumal cannot be later than 1844 A.D., on stylistic
grounds, the figure with sarpech most probably represents a prince that reigned before
1764, and therefore, determines tlie date of thc embroidery as earlier than the latter
half of the 18th century A.D.
O n the ground floor, there is a group of the Vaishnava triad, Jagannatha,
Balarama and SubhadrB, represented as in the famous Puri temple, with bowls of
offering placed before them. This group is also enshrined in a horse-shoe-shaped
arch, flanked by two similar arches on thc two sides, the left one enclosing the figure
of a prince and the right one showing an animated composition of a lady busily going
up over steps and turning right to talk to a n attendant. Two series of steps on two
sides lead to these rooms or shrines, which are separated by the usual pine trees. T h c
main and central flight of steps, broader than the side ones, approach the central
shrine housing the divine triads. This central stair is flanked by a figure of a tiger on
each side, and further beyond the smaller stairs, is a flanking pair ofpeacocks, one on
each side. Thcre arc two pine trces, embroidered in a stylised way and formal
colours, standing vertically parallel to the structure.
The r-umal has a border of a floral band, meeting at the coriicrs.

89 cm. X 94 cm.
Indian Museum, Calcutta
Figures of the ten MahHvidyss or TBntric goddesses par excellence are not
uncommon as a subject in Chambs embroideries though they are not as frequent as
are such Vaishnava theme as Rdsamandala. In fact, arcas covered by the small States
of Punch and Kulu are given to worship of Sri Chandi and her aspects, in a large
measure. Tsntric influence in this area is discernible quite early, and the
MahHvidyBs, or the Siddhavidyss as they are otherwise called, are one of the popular
manifestations of the TBntric concept of the Primordial Power as current in this and
other parts of India. The names of the ten MahsvidyBs, however, remain almost
constant throughout different parts of north India where they were popular, though
there are minor variations in the appellations, in a few cases. In the present rumil,
in the inner quadrangle formed by a double row of dotted embroidery, the ten figures
of the MahPvidyZs are put inside circles in three rows, there being 3 on the top, 4 at
the middle and 3 again at the bottom line. The entire space between these circles is
filled up with floral patterns of six petals in different colours and colour-combinations.
The corners have three leaves, representing a small tapering form of a tree resembling
the pine which is usual in such embroideries and paintings. There are four leafy
shrubs at suitable positions on two sides at left and right, inside these quadrangles.
The outermost border is formed by symmetrical floral decorations stylised in nature,
though highly colourful and dimensionally restrained.
The first figure at left on the top row represents MahHvidyB called (1) Ady5
which, according to other texts, is callcd KPli. The figure in the middle represents
(2) TZrH, while that to the right represrnts (3) Srividy5, according to the inscriptions
embroidered on the rumril, otherwise known as ShodaSi or Sundari.
In the second row, the first figure at left is that of (4) Bhuvaneivari and thc
adjacent one is that of (5) Chhinnamastz. ChhinnamastH is followed by (6) Tripurabhairavi and (7) Dhfimsvati. The order in this line is a little changed from usual
enumeration of the ten Mahzvidyas in popular verses which place Bhairavi before
ChhinnamastB.

I n the third row, the first figure at the left is that of (8) VagalBmukhi, the next
is of (9) Mgtangi, and the last one to the right represents (10) MahHlakshmi described
in other texts as KamalHtmikH. The practice of writing in print the names of these
MahHvidyHs on a sort of religious scarfs embodying the ten names is well known and
may be seen in a textile piece of this character from Murshidabad in Bengal presewed in the Indian Museum. These werc worn as nimivali by Saivaite dcvotces.
The text there runs as follows:

K i l i Tdrd Mahdvidyd S h o d d i Bhuvaneivari
Bhairavi Chhinnamastd cn Vidyd Dham-vati talhii
Vagald Siddhavidyd ca Mdtarigi Kamalitrnikii
Etd dainmahdvidya? Siddhavidydh prakirtitdh
(From Chdmundi and M u ~ a m d l dTantra)
The above is according to the tests Chdmu?di and Mandamili Tanlra, and, as
being quoted by Krish~!Hna~~da
AgarnbPgi.4 in his Tantrasira, must bc placed before the
17th century A.D. AgambsgiS also refers to ten MahHvidyZs as quoted by him from
Mdlinivijaya-!antra, as follows: KHli, NilH, MahHdurgP, TvaritB, ChhinnamastikH,
VHgvBdini, AnnapiirnH, Pratyangiri, BHlH and Mitangi. The concept of the MahHvidyzs, at least in some individual cases, can be traced back to 12th century A.D. or
even earlier. Mahidhara's Mantramahodadhi refers to KHli, THrH, ChhinnamastZ and
Sundari (ShodaSi), and though not specifically introduced as MahHvidyZs, these
certainly wcre the same personalities as the MahZvidyZs that emerged subsequently.
Haliiyudha of the 12th century A.D. refers to Mstangi or MHtarigini in connection
with the subject-matter of Mahdzli4oddhdra. Some scholars are of the opinion that the
concept of Mahavidya took shape in Bengal after HalHyudha. At least one of the ten
MahHvidyBs, viz., Kamala or Lakshmi or Mahslakshmi, it may be pointed out, is a
very old conception being traceable iconographically to the Bharhut railings of the
2nd century B.C.
Iconographically, the figures in the ChambH embroidery do not present any
notable variation from the usual and accepted iconographic details of the respective
deities. The conformity or otherwise of these to the available dhydnns may be stated
as below :
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Description of the goddess quoted from Riili-hyidga runs as follows:
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Ibid., p. 315
Our figure shows the deity standing on a dead body though it attributes a
sword (khadga) and a severed head (munda) in the left hands, upper and lower
respectively, and shows protection-offering and boon-giving attitude in the two right
hands in the same order, as given in the KCli-hyidnya-tonlra. There are two jackals,
one on each side, and the deity is crowned, and not with loose and dishcvelled hair,
as described in the dhydna quoted.
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The embroidered figure answers in gcncral to the description in the dhydna
quoted above. The important variation lies, howcver, in that the deity does not hold
kapdla and ulpala in the two hands which sllow in our figure varada and an uncertain
attitude probably of holding a severcd head. Thc khadga and the kartri are respectively
in the upper left and upper right hands with thc right lowcr showing varadn and the
left lower sllowing the uncertain pose. The goddess, howcvrr, is shown in the prescribed pra&ilidha standing pose and wears a garland of skulls, appcaring fierce with
her hair matted into a single braid. She rides on a male figure probably representing
a dead body. T h e apparel, a tiger-skin as prescribed, is also shown almost correctly
in the embroidered figure. That she is in the midst of a burning funeral pyrc, is also
indicated by the flames issuing out from the bed of the prostrate figure bclow. Two
jackals flank the deity as in the case of K d i . One of them is depicted as apparently
drinking the blood of the severed head held in the hand of the deity.
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Ibid., p. 282
The figureof SrividyZ, otllerwise known as ShodaSi or Sundari, as embroidered,
is iconographically perfect and artistically superb. Her body is reddish like the rising
sull or pink like the lotus as prescribed in the dlyina and is depicted as required,
with a jewelled crown a d o r ~ n gher head. Her seat is almost touched by the figures
of thc four deities-BrahmZ, V i s h ~ u ,RZma and Siva. The text of the dtydna aptly
points to this :
Brahmi- Visll!lu-jiroratlza-nigllrishfa-chara!timbujdm
The deity is four-armed holding in thc anti-clock-wise ordcr pdin, atikuja,
a flower and a bow. The flower probably represents the five flowery arrows
mentioned as paiiclzabina in the dlqvina text. The figurc in its attributes, therefore,
corresponds to the prescription in the dhyQza tcxt quotcd.
Whilc the figure of Brahlns embroidered sllows in the uppcr right hand an
indistinct object and in the upper left hand a pwtaka, thc lower two, right and left,
seem to hold a rosary each. The figurc of Vishnu, four-armed, with a crown (kirita)
and seated on lotus, shows in the anti-clock-wise order chakra, iarikha, padma and
gadd. The next figure, which is also crowned, probably represents Rsma, as it holds
a bow in the left hand. The fourth figure represents Siva with a serpent round his
neck and holds in the left hand the damaru (small drum shaped like hour-glass) with
the right hand, raised, holding no object.
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Alternative dhydna :
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Ibid., p. 103
The figure embroidered as prescribed in the dhydna quotcd above, wears
a red garment, though she is not having matted hair as laid down, but wears a

crown. I n her four arms, according to the alternative dhyina also quoted above,
she is, holvever, to be shown with a crown (kllita). In her four arms in thc anti-clockwise order, she is holding nriXrrJ'a, sllows ourada nzudri, has abhaya attitude, and holds
p i i a . This is according to the prcscribcd text : Vardrikt~a~didbhilikamii~.
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Ibid., p. 299
Thc most outstanding fcature of the ironogaphy of Chhinnnmast5, viz.,
Ilolding llcr o\vn scvercd head in hcr left Iiand, is tlepictcd w r y t lrverll. in thr
embroidery showing thc blood issuing from her cut-off head being drunk by the

~

severed Iiead. The other streams of blood arc reccivcd by thc two figures on ~ h c
two sidcs dcscribcd in the dhjiina as DZkini and Varnini. The beautiful form of the
deity mentioned as bcing of 16 years of age is aptly delincatcd in the embroidery.
Her parted legs probably indicates pralydlifl~apose prescribed for her. She is shown
wearing a garland of severed hcads and a sacred thread of serpents, both as prescribed in the dhydna. Her right hand, however, is supposed to hold karlri, i.e., a cutter
(scissors ?) as rcquircd under thc dhydna. This is missing in thr embroidery. Tlie
two figures of 1)Skini and Varnini hold, as prrsrribed, a kapcila and a kart?ikd. They
are also supposed to be in the prapdlidha pose in which they are shown.
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The embroidered figure of this MahSvidyZ perhaps comes nearest to the
prescribed text as in the dhyina. She is described as wcaring a silken garment of the
colour and splendour of thousand rays of the sun. This description is answered by the
embroidery. She has a garland of severed heads (iiromcilikdm) and in her four hands
shr shows in an anti-clock-wise order, protection-giving pose (abhifi), boon-giving
pose (uaram), the book (vi@im) and thc rosary (japavalim) (cf. ja)arafim vi~dmabhilim
varam). Her head-gear is also a jewelled crown (ratna-muku.tcitn) with \vhich she is
actually shown in the embroidery.
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Ibid., p. 365
The embroidered figurc remarkably conforms to the dlpina prescriptions,
except in somc minor details. Her figure with dishevelled hair and seated on a
chariot almost resembles the rough and angry demeanour prescribed in the dhydna
for DhtimZvati. Her dirty cloth, as indicated in the dhpina, is also depicted in a
suitable colour. The most conspicuous feature, vk.,the h'cikadhvaja-ratha, i.e., the
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chariot with a n emblem o r a crow, is rcmnrkably embroidered with the figure of the
bird on the roof of the chariot. The breasts, as prescribed, are shown as long and
loose, and although her left hand does not show clearly the winnowing basket
(sirja), her right hand, in conformity with the dhyina, is shown upraised, as though
shaking in anger.

8. Vagalimukhi
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The embroidered figurc of Vagaliimukhi is in general u p to the description
in the dhyinas of the Devi. She is shown on a jewelled throne with a canopy ofchhatra,
wearing a yellow garment as prescribed. Her right hand holding a club aimed at
the enemy and her left hand holding the tongue of the enemy depicted as with a
sword and a shield in hand, are details that scrupulously conform to the prescription
in the dhydna.
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Ibid., p. 362

MPtangi sits on a jewelled throne which is more or less depicted as prescribed.
The ipudlias or 'weapons' held by her are in the anti-clock-wise order, a sword, a goad,
a noose and a club, with the deviation that the dhyina prescribes a shield (khetnka)
in place of the club, along with the other three, viz., a sword, a goad and a noosc.

10. Mahllakshmi
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The description in the dhyina of Lakshmi, as above, is followed in toto by the
embroidery except that the two upper hands of Mahiilakslimi, though in the pose of

~

holding, do not have the lotus flowcrs. The lotus pond sougllt to be indicated Ily
blue water, and a few lotuses and lotus leaves are all very skilfully donc. 'The two
lower hands, right and left, however, show the pose of offering protection, as
prescribed.

N~YIKA-BHEDAS
(Types of Heroines)
63 a n . X 100.5 cm.
Natiotzal Museum, ~VewDelhi
As in paintings from the Pun.jab Hill States, specially Kgngrii Valley and
the Garhwal State, thr different kinds of Heroes and Heroines are a favoured
subject-matter for the embroiderers whose inspiration is largely drawn from thc
painters in these styles. I n fact, in the present rumdl ten drum-shaped panels in two
rows, with five in each, reveal different varieties of Heroines in their distinctive
moods and environments conforming to such orthodox descriptions as are found, for
example, in the Rasamaiijari of BhBnudattal. Similarly as paintings do these embroidered panels reveal intense symbolic representations, as the male peacock to signify
the absent lover, the pair of goats, ducks and peacocks, to denotr the poignancy
of separated lovers (vibrayoga) quarrelling for disappointed love, the symbolic pair
of white and black serpents on the way to thr tryst, though fierce, yet reminding
the love in union (sambhoga), and so on.
The panels, ten in number, are not in any order for the different varieties of
niyikdc, the classical texts, however, mentioning only eight main typcs. I n two rows,
fivc in each, these are arranged in a horizontal way. These depict, in ordcr, from left
to right, in thc top row, ( l ) Proshitabharl~iki,or the extra-ordinary variety, Proshyalpatikd, (2) Vipralabdhd, (3) V&aka.sajjd, (4) U!kan,thitd, (5) S~vidhinapatikd,'and in the
same order in the lower row, (6), ( 7 ) and (8) Khanditd, (9) Kalahintarild and
(10) Abhirliriki.
(1) Proshitabhartriki
The 1st panel, framcd as in thc Kiingri paintings, slio~vsthe Heroine at
left being consoled by her friend, both srated on a cushion inside a pavilion. A lone
male peacock below the seat signifies the abscnt lover. According to Bhsnudatta,
the description of the Heroine with husband gone away from her, is as follows:
--

d
-. also a nmnldl, prcservcd in thr Lahorr hfuscurn. showing Eight Niyiki wprs (A.rhln-n<yik,i-bl~rLc) in riqhl
rrclanqular pnnrls-'Some Kurnhls from Chambi' by Puran Singl~.Rlipam. Ocrober. 1927.
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Rasamaiijari, ed. J. Vidyasagar, 1888, p. 3138
This figure may as well be a rcprescntation of the additional variety of
.Vqiki, viz., Proshyatpalikd, i.e., a Heroine whose husband is about to go away from
her. The description is as under:
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Ibid., p. 413

I n the next panel similarly arranged as the first one, the Heroine (N@ikli)
represented is of the Vipralabdhi type, i.e., a Hcroinc who is upset, being disappointed
by the Hero (the lover) not turning up at the tryst. Such a Heroine is described as
follows :
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Ibid., pp. 394-5
Here shc is throwing off her ornamcnts in disappointment that thc lover did
not turn up at thc tryst whcrc a flowcr-bcd was spread at night, which is also very
skilfully shown herc.

Here in thc third panel, the Hcroine wit11 the bed spread for the lover, and
wit11 accessories like water-jar, pots of sweets, spittoon, etc., and flowers beingplucked
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from the trees overshadowing the bed, amply answers the prescribed variety known
as Vcisakasajji. According to Bhanudatta, Vcisakasajjci is the type of Heroine who
arranges together the accessories required in love-making thinking that her dear day
of union has come:
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Ibid., p. 401

Having spread the bcd and collected the accessories, the Heroinc naturally
waits anxiously for the lover to come and join her. Though the stage of Vriraka.raj~i
and that of Utkanthitci are apparently one following the other, as arranged in the
embroidery, they are, in fact, unconnected. The depiction of the Ulkan!hiki Heroine
dressed in the typical 'Combination', holding thc branch of a tree with one hand,
while the other is in the pose of doubt and anxiety, and with the
bed spread in a pavilion with a window, and surrounded by a number of
accessories -is according to traditior~al description. BhPnudatta lays it down
as :
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Ibid., p. 398

The last panel in the first row depicts the variety Sucidhinapatikci in which
the Heroine is shown seated on a bed with the feet dangling down and the Hero in
all submissiveness and devoted love is anointing them with lac-colour (alaktaka).
The Hero is here shown as Krishna himself, as is usual in such scenes which are
greatly common in KiingrZ and other Piihadipaintings. The addition of an astonished
attendant lends animation to the scene, wlule the presence of a male peacock with
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neck raised as if in shame and surprise, gives a symbolic touch to the entire environment. Sa(idhinapatikd is described by Bhanudatta as follows:
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Ibid., p. 404
This particular action (cllesltjd) of anointing the feet as indicative of the
Sv~idl~inapatikdtype of a Heroinc is very aptly described in Jayadeva's Gita-Govindam
where K!.islina beseeches Ridh% to pcrmit him to anoint hcr fect with lac-dye
(alaktaka):
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Tlie Iirst three panels in the lower row from lcft probably reprcscnt three
different attitudcs and situatiolls in the type of Hcroine hlo\vn as Kl~anditi. The
first of these depicts the scenc of thc return of the Hero in thc morning when the
offended Heroine points to the Sun already risen. The vacant space is conveniently
filled in by a lone standing pine and a plantain tree in variegated colours. The
second one shows the Heroine questioning the shamelessness of the Hero in spending
the night with other women with raised hand, while thc Hero tries to hide the
marks of enjoyment with othcr ladies with his hand on the breast. The Heroinc
standing beneath a domed archway typifies the PahHdi style, while a couple of goats
in the foreground, a male and a female, symbolises love. The third panel in the
group is a continuation of the same, though thc entrancc to the pavilion is very
artistically presented in an'appealing combinatioil of colours, and a pair of ducks
takes the place of the goats, thc female in great anguish looks down, with the malc
duck moving away being rcpelled.
The description of the Kllanditd niyikd is provided by Bhanudatta:
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Ibid., p. 390
(9) W n t a r i t i

The Kalahdnfari!d nciyikd is one who Ilumiliatcs hrr lover first and feels
repentant afterwards. 'The Hero here is in the person of Krishna who, crowned and
in blue body colour and yellow robe, with a pa!iki or waistband, is shown going
away while the Heroine in remorse sits with the faceon left hand on a cushion, under
a pavilion. The malc peacock in the foreground symbolising the Hero is also shown
stepping out, while the female, corresponding to the Heroine, shrinks herself, as if
in anguish. This correspondence with the human behaviour above, is a skilful
composition in keeping with the psychological interpretation or Indian painting
supported by Sanskrit rhetorics.
The textual description laid down by Bhhnudatta I-uns as follows:
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Ibid., p. 393
( 10) AbhisiirikP

The last panel in the series depicts the ilbhisiriki type of a Heroine who, in
the embroidery, stands between two trees of a pleasing, yet unusual kind. In front,
there are two serpents with a lotus pond showing leaves and flowers still nearer in
the foreground. This composition is in entirety a reflex of any corresponding painting of the KgngrZ or other PPhadi schools. The hesitant yet firm footsteps of the
Abhisdriki looking back in trepidity, with the clouds hovering over head are very
scrupulously and skihlly embroidered in appropriate colour composition.
According to Rasarnaiijari, the Abhisdrikd is described as follows:
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67 cm. X l02 cm.
National Museum, New Delhi
The rumdls from Chambii imbibed the Vaishnava trend as obtained throughout northern India specially in the States round the Punjab Hills from the 16th
century onwards. As in the paintings, so in embroidery, the love-sports of Krishna
or scenes from his life, have, therefore, found their way almost imperceptibly,
though unavoidably, in these household handicraftsl. In the present rumil, Krishna
has been presented in four different situations with RPdh2 and her friend (sakhi)
expressive of different stages of love in union (sambhoga). The four panels are arranged
symmetrically, with two on top row and the other two on the lower row. The central
rectangular space with these four is bounded with two rectilinear floral bands
crossing each other at right angles, leaving four corner spaces also filled with floral
patterns. The space beyond the band, on all four sides is also filled with
symmetrically placed flower and leaf designs, each one in a different colour.
The first panel at upper left shows crowned Krishna embroidered dark blue,
entreating RHdhP with folded hands and two gopinis, one on each side, looking
on. RPdhZ as mdnini or offended and unbending, draws her veil by the right hand
turning away fiom Krishna and seated on a cushioned seat, while Krishna sits on
the ground. This recalls the most appropriate song of Jayadeva in the Gita-Govindam
(ed. Nirnayasagar Press) in its tenth sarga with Krishna entreating Riidhii as follows:

'

CJ Love of R i d h i and Krisha in pirua-riga embroidered in a rtrmdl preserved in the Lahore hluscurn-'Some
Rumils Trom Chambi' by Puran Singh, RJpmn, October, 1927.
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I n the next group of figures, Krishrja strrtches his hands to rc-reive RHdha,
as it were, with two gopinis, onc on each side, one having a silver-starred ghigri
on. Krishna here tells Riidhii, -'I am before you, 0 slender one, your silence pains
mc. Sing out to my delight by your swcet words, and beguilc me by your sweet
looks. Do not disappoint me'; in thc words of Jayadcva:

The tree represented here is of a characteristic type found largely in ChambH
rumdls and Chamba paintings. In the first figure in thc lower row K ~ i s h n ahaving
won over Riidhii holds her in embrace, both seated on the cushioned platform, and
two attendants (gopinis), one on either side holding out sweets or betel-leaf from
a pot. Jayadeva aptly describes their stagc of the love-sport of RSdhS and K~ishna,
with the significant r61e of thc attendants (sakhis). Hc says:

'Having occupied a part of the common bed hcr bashfulness moved away
i.e., was given up, though with shyness, having looked at the face of the beloved one
(Knshna)-thc face which concealed his smile (of love) by a false scratching 'of the
face' and which was beautiful through an expression of love, after the fricnds had
stepped out of the room with a caution (to Riidhii)'.
The usual horizontally banded ghigri of the attendants is t y ~ i c aof
l ChambH.
Thc composition is rendered colourful by insertion of floral patterns below, and a
plantain tree and a pine in distant perspectivc. Separated by a willow-trrc, so
favourite of the Kiingrs and ChambH artists, the last composition shows an attendant
(gopini) being playfully tied in hand by crowned Krishna, who is being fanned with
a white yak-tail fan (chimara) by another attendant whose pleasing dress, a 'combination' in light green, is very deftly embroidered. A figure, apparently of RiidhS,
in red, with an odhni in yellow, and a lotus in her right hand, looks at the fun with an
innocent smile.
'The entire composition, so colourfi~lin dctails, is a masterpiece of Chambii
embroidery.

66 cm. X 62 cm.
Bhuri Singh Museunz, Chatlzbi

This 'mbroidered piece is apparently on a comparatively late type of cloth
though the embroidery is in classical ChambB style. Within a floral band with four
full-blown flowers at the corners and done in a formal and stylised manner, the
design of the chaukad is purely geometrical, with three male figures at each of the
four corners and a figure of Lakshmi-NiirByana at the central quadrangle. The
figures at the corners, each one in a different colour, reveal the gaddi type of conical
caps and are greatly animated in their movements. Sets of dice also in veriegated
colours, are laid before the figures who generally sit on some colourful mats in
banded design typical of Chambii. The embroidery shows the typical Bcigh design
which was used in the rumdls exclusively showing patterns (see figs. on p. 5 ante).
This is characterised by a very thickly stitched embroidery, almost resembling carpets and Phulkiris of the Punjab. The three figures a t the corners are very
symmetrically arranged with pleasing alignment among themselves.
The tigurc of NSrPyana at the centre has four arms holding as usual, jarikha,
cl~akm,gadci and pad~~za,
and is crowned. Lakshmi, the consort, sits on the lap of
Nsriiyana, and the lotus-seat on which the Lord is seated is indicated by wavy
outlines.

67.5 cm. X 66 cm.
Bhuri Singh Museum, Chambri

In ChambH rumrils, chaupad play occupies a prominent feature and was a
great favourite with artists and embroiderers. In paintings, too, the subject had its
due share of attention. The design of the chaupod in the present rumril deserves special
notice and consists of stylised floral patterns. At each corner formed by the sides
of the chaupad, there are invariably two figures, one male and the other female,
in different compositions in the four groups, but invariably with a hukkd, smoked
either by the lady or the male figure. It is remarkable that while all the male figures
probably represent a prince, two of them, the one at the top and the other at the
right, have beards. It also seems plausible that all the figures represent one and the
same prince with his queen, and in that case, the absence of the beard in the remaining two figures is accountable to the embroiderer's mistake. However, thc
bearded figure, at least one of them, might represent any of those princes of thc
ChambH dynasty, who are characterised by the presence of beard. From the late style
of the composition, it appears that the bearded figure may in all probability represent Charhat Singh who lived from 1808 A.D. to 1844 A.D.
I t is remarkable that each pair of figures in the embroidery represents very
aptly any of the different moods in course of the play, sometimes thoughtful and
sometimes argumentative.

94 cm. X 98 cm.
Indian Museum, Calcutta
Scenes of marriage are as favourite with the Chambs embroiderers as
scenes of hunting or of mythology. Products of household handicraft, these rumcils
can claim very reasonably the attention of the embroiderers who happened mostly
to be married wives in the family. Reminiscent of the most thrilling experience
of life, viz., her own marriage, the house-wife would naturally show a predilection
for details in such scenes, which are at the same time, sacred occasions. I t is thus
that along with the entire paraphernalia of musicians, the riders on horse, elephant
and camel, and accessories like beds, presents and the like, we have always the
entire group of divinities come down on earth to bless the occasion, represented in
the rum-l.
The present piece shows in the topmost row of figures, three musicians at
left playing cymbals and ranasirigr?, with two riders at right, one leading a camel
and the other a horse, both trotting ahead. At left in the second row, is a mahout
on an elephant with two empty seats, each enshrined and canopied with a crested
dome on each, probably signifying the seats for the bridegroom and his associate
who had already arrived at the bride's house and is shown seated at the ceremony.
The elephant is unfinished. Preceding the elephant-rider is a musician playing on
the long kandl. At right in the same row is a lampstand, a few brass utensils, together
with a bedstead with accessories gifted at the marriage.
Further below, a pair of males probably representing the bride's or the
groom's relations, while correspondingly at right, there are two milk-pots, a cow
and a playfkl calf, all accessories to the rituals at the ceremony.
At the centre is the marriage pavilion showing parrots perching on it at
every vantage point including the surmounting silver pot (kalaJa). At the ground
level of this, from left are the deities, GaneSa, Siva and BrahmB, followed at the lower
row by personified figures of Chandra and Siirya with an eight-armed DurgP (Devi)
on lotus. The latter goddess, it must be remembered, in this sitting posture is a great

favouritc of the pcoplc in thc r~orthcrnHimslayas, including ChambP. Immcdiatcly
beside the deities is a male figure in folded hands, who in all probability is the high
priest (or may be the father of thc bride), facing whom, the groom, richly bedecked
specially with a muku!a, is closely followed by thc shy and veiled bride, both seated
on darbhiisana (seat of sacred grass). At the right, a group of four ladies, thc Trst onc
fanning the bridal pair with a fall of pcacock-feathcrs, which is almost lost in the
embroidery, the second onc holding a pot of offering, the third playing on a drum,
and the fourth holding an indistinct objcct in her lcft hand, probably an winnowing
basket used in the ritual. Another group of five ladies is abo depicted in a lower row,
consisting of one attending to the deities, another pointing to something with a raised
hand, still another holding a silvery bowl of offerings, the fourth, a musician, playing
on the tiinpuri, the fifth, again, flying an indistinct object in her right hand. At left,
in the still lower row of deihes is depicted RZma with a quiver of arrows and a bow,
NZrada playing on the Vinci and winged Garuda with folded hands. At right, at the
lowermost row is a pair of horsemen leading two caparisoncd horses, apparently
meant for thc members of the groom's party, who arrived on these horses.
Beyond an immediate rectangular band of flowcry scrolls crossing cach other
at the corners, there is a thick band showing figures each separated by a \\-illow trec
or a plantain tree,-the two most favourite with the ChambZ embroiderers,-in
variegated colours and with silver thread interspersed. At the bottom row, from the
left thc first figure is a lady with her pet parrot in hand, while the three others are
standing in simple poses, though with colourful dress, including silver banded
ghiigriis. At right row, the first one is a male figure facing whom is a lady, both
separated by a plantain tree. Each pair of figures is separated by a willow tree, here
as in the previous case, and the other pair in this row consists of two ladies appearing
as approaching each other though separated by a plantain tree in different colourful
leaves. In the top row, there are four ladies similarly placed with different colourful
dresses, specially showing banded glligrii with horizontal and vertical bands in
different cases, sometimes with silver lines. The last figure in this row carries a
flower and faces the plantain tree which shows hanging flowers and a few plantains.
The most interesting, perhaps, is the last row at the left in which the final pair sllows
crowned Krishna with the flute and probably RBdhZ beyond the plantain tree
in flowers which separate them. In the other pair, one of the ladies turns towards
the other lady though touching the willow tree standing by her side.
The entire scene is bounded by a further rectangular band of small floral
scroll which contains flowers in silver at regular intervals.

PLATE XIV

48 cm. X 49.5 cm.
Iildiarl Museurn, Calcutta
Simple patterns have a great popularity with the Chambi embroiderers. As
noted elsewhere (see p. 5 ante), this is due to thcfact that several kinds of embroidered
cloth from neighbouring regions developed a distinctive style of embroidery giving
rise to distinctive patterns. Here is an instance how technique helps to bring about
patterns. Similar to phulkiri, these patterns are best brought into being in a kind of
thick embroidery. In this, even petals of flowers are thickly embroidered into quarters
of rectangles or are otherwise segmented into stylised forms bound together by a
central dot or a small diamond. In these, as inphulkiri, there is a strong bias for rectangles and right lines. The colours are invariably bright, like red, orange, yellow and
sometimes also deep blue or deep green.

74 cm. X 74 cm.
Indian Museum, Calcutta
In patterns sometimes a more decorative and delicate form than the diamondshaped units as inphulkiri, is descernible specially where flowers and floral compositions arc the main subject-matter. In the present composition floral bunches fill the
corners, with the same patterns in almost the same colours, which is really something unusual in the embroideries of Chambs, which are noted for their brightness
and their variety in colours. Nevertheless, the zig-zag patterns in the bands crossing
each other at right angles recall the Bigh design from Hazara Distt. (see p. 5 anle).
In fact, the floral petals are slightly modified form of the individual half-blocks
cmbroidered in the present ru~nril.The floating composition and the subdued colours
have lyrical effects of an abiding nature.

PLATEXVI

80 cm. X 81.5 cm.

Indian Museum, Calcutta
Hunting by an individual, or with limited number of hunters and animals,
is a common subject with the Chambz embroiderers. The present piece, however, is
remarkable for its variety of chased animals and also the wealth ofaccessories of a
hunting expedition. I t is also remarkable for its variegated colours for the animals as
also for the wide range of patterns for the dresses of the hunting men. The different
weapons used in the expedition Like the muzzle-gun, the sword and the shield, the
spear, the bow and arrow, and the noose,--are all meant to bring about an effect
of realism to an expedition of this kind undertaken in the early or late 19th century
A.D. The animals, either in flight or in the attitude of counter-attacks, have been
depicted in a very lively way. The consternated timid deer, the obdurate wild boar
attacked by the hounds, and the rebounding spotted tiger are all drawn and
embroidered in a manner most vivid and life-like. In different poses of hurling the
weapons, the hunters in their variegatcd colours of dresses in banded design present
a greatly animated picture of an expedition. The interspersed floral shrubs and a
few birds here and there lend additional aid to the naturalness and otherwise quiet
nature of the woods, while the different areas of undulated wasteland indicated by the
different heights and lilies of the ridges half-hiding the trees and shrubs-are drawn
and embroidered in a most realistic way. The corners are filled with stylised floral
patterns in different colours, and the whole composition is framed by a rectangular
outer border formed by a running scroll of flowers and leaves.
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INDEX
abhoya, attitude, 42
Abhaya Chand, king o l KingrB, 15
Abhisira. 1
Abhuiriki, 46, 51
abhiti (protection), 43
absent lover, signified by peacock, 46
Adyl, 36
Agambigi.4, Kyishninanda, 37
Ahmad Shlh D u r i ~ 3,
Akbar, 3
ahhamili, 20
duktuka, anointing with, 49, 50
Alam Chand, king o l KBngr5, I5
All-India Handicrdts Board, 12 fn 2
Amribar, 6
Anantadeva of KGmira, 2
animals and birds, 12, 28
animal-motils, 28
mikuia, 40, 42
Annapkni, 37
apparel, tiger-skin as, 38
arch, 34
arched drawings, 13
architecture, 2, 13
architectural background, 6
,
pattern, 34
archway. domed, 50
arrows, 63, 68
Artist, the, 3, 6-7, 55, 58
artists and artisans, 3
artlt-scribe, 3
ash@-miiki-bhsdar,46 in I
attendanu (sukhis), 55
auspiciomncs, banana trees, sign of, 20
ipiyudlmr (weapons), 44
Babey Nanki, sister of Guru Ninak, 14
badli, 10, l l
Bigh, 5, 6, 56, 66
BUL, 37
Balabhadra, king of Chambi, 2, 8, 15
Balarlma, 8, 9 in I, 34
Balor (anc. Vallipura), 2
banded design, 28, 56
,, garment. 11
,, skirt (gl~grd),20, 26, 55
basecloth, 6, 10, 19
Bawhli, 2, 3, 6, 30

baltle-axe (parah, ku,aira), IG, 20
Baudha Rlni, embroiderer, 13
beak-like mouth. 26
bearded figure of king, 34, 58
bedstead, 60
Belj, p r g w i o l ancient Brahmor, 1
Bengal, 37
betel-leaf, 55
Bhadu, 2
Bhairavi, 36, 37
Dhaliti cult, 9
Bhinudatta, 46, 49, 50, 51
Bhirhut, 27
Bhirn Chand, king of Klrigr~,19
Bhwi Singh hluseum, 7, 9 in 1, 20, 34, 56, 58
Rhuvandvari, 36, 37, 40-U
Bibam Singh, king of Culcr, 15
BL Singh, king ol Nurpw, 15
blunted feet, folk-style, 26
book (uidyd), attribute, 43
boon-giving (oaram), attitude, 38, 43
bow, 40, 63
,, and arrow, 68
Brahmi, 40, 60
Brahmapura, I
Brahmapuri, 1
Brahmapurakas. l
Brahmin, 8
Brahrnor, (anc. Brahmpsra), I
Brahmins' wives, in Kiiigrl painting, 4
brass imagc, inscriptions on. 1
bridal pair, 8, 11, 63
bride, 3, 44
bride-groom, 3, 60
Budhal, tributary of Rivi, 1
Buddhi, comort of Gm&, 16
bulb, 10, 22
DyLsa, a priest, 3

.

calf, 60

=P, 11
camel, embroidered, 60
canopy, of willow tree, 22
,, ol chhalra 44
c a ~ p a k i ,2
ceiling coven (chL&O), 5
chidhr, 10, 16

rhorho, 30, 40, 56
chimara. 20, 55
Chalahadi remrds, 8
Chambi art, 3
,
arlisfs, 55
dynasty, 58
,, embroiderers, 9, 30, 63, 64
,, embroideries, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 28, 37, 55
,, feature, 20
geography, 1
,, history, 2
,, kings, 8, 15
,, paintings, 10, 55
., people of, 63
Plate, 8
,, of Balabhadra, 8
,, shrine of, 8
,, State, 3, 11, 52
,, town, 1, 2, 8
,, Valley, 1, 14
Champi, l
Champaka hee, 2
Champivati, goddess, 1, 8
Chlmunrji, 8
Chirnttnh- Tantra, 37
Chandi, 8
ch&do&, 5
Chandragupta (Siva-lingo), 8
Charhat Singh, king of Chambi, 16, 34, 58
chariot, 43, 44
chased animals, 68
Chattar Singh, king of Chambi, 15
Chaugb, 2
C h a u g b Gate, 8
daupah 5, 8, 56, 58
Chenub, 1
rksh/i, 50
Chhinnamasti, 36, 37, 42-43
Chhinnamastiki, 37
choli, 4, 10
Christian era, I
chowri, 16, 20
circle (mapdo&), 9, 28, 30
circular covers, 7
clauical artists, 10
,, Chambi style, 56
,,
painters, 10
,,
texts, 46
dub, 44
dustering thick trees, motif in embroidery, 12
coloun, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 34, 36, 43, 51, 56, 68
colour combination, 30, 33, 50
,, subdued, 66
,, variety, 66
colourful, 7, 36, 55, 63
combination, r o m of garment, 16, 22, 49, 55
conch-shell, 30

conical head-gear, 10
,, caps, 11, 56
consort of Canda, 16
,, ,, NirHyana, 56

,, ,, Vishnu, 28
copper-plate grants, l
cover pieces, 4
cow, 60
cowboys, 9
c r a l ~ m e n ,3
crested dome, 60
crown (ratno-rnukqfam), 43
,, for Krishna, 11, 40, 52, 55
crowned, Kili, 38
,,
Krishna, 34, 51, 52, 63
,, Vishnu, 28, 30, 40
Culyi, 2
cushion, 46, 51
cushioned plstr~rm,55

.

,,
seat, 52
cymbals, 12, 30, 60
cyprerp, motif in embroidery, 12
Dikini, 43
Dale1 Singh, king of Chambl, 15
Dalip Singh, king of Guler, 15
Damam, 40
dance, gopa.boys in, 10
dancing, gopk, 7, 10
,,
pose, 26
,,
R i d h i and Kyishga, 7
dnrbhfiana (seat of sacred grass), 63
Ddamahividyl, see, hlahividyl (also refer to Ten
Mahividyis), 37
dated, rtlrnd 13, I4
DayZdhitP, king of Nurpur, 15
decorative birds, 12
lamp, 20
patterns, 66
pieces, rum<& lr, 1
umbrella, 20
dedicated to Vishnu, temple, 8
deity, mrnih covering offerings to, 3
,. figures of, in rurnih, 8
,, Krishna as central, 34
Devi, 44, 60
devotional appeal, R&mag&a, its, 22
Dhauli Dhir, 3
&Jfd(b),
12
Dhfimivati, 36, 37,
dhyinm, 37, 98, W , 43, 44
dhyinci~ana,20
diagonal, 6
diamond, 64
diamond-shaped units, 66
dice, 30, 56
dice-play, Pls. XI, XII, 56, 58
dish, sweets (rnodoka), of, 20
>D

,,
,,
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divine grace, 14
,, flutc, 22
,, Flute-player, 6
,, pair, 22, 30
,, triad. 9 fn l, 34
divinitio, 60
domed archway, 50
donation, 9
Drabiia Grant, 8
d r a m 10. 16
., fl0w-w. 26
,, d hunting men, 68
,, influence of Charnbi and KZgrP paintings on, 10,
II
,, male and female, 10
,, varieties+h&r.
ghird, conical hcadcap, c r o w
with tiara and with peacoclu, hmar-bmdh pafla,
pyjama in variegated coloun and banded design,
10, 11, 55, 56
drums, 12, 30, 63
dnunmer, 30
drum-shaped panels, 46
duckp symbolizing love, 12
DurgP (Devi), 60
dynamic, approach, 14
,,
love sports, 30
Eastern Punjab, 6
elephant-rider, I I fn 2, 12, 60
elliptical frame, 7
embrace, R i d h i in, 55
embroiderer, 6, 9, 10, 13, 16, 20, 22, 26, 46, 58
embroidery, thick, 64
epigraphical evidence. 8
epigraphic records, 3
era, Satra, 2
expedition, hunting, 68
eye-lets, 10
fabric, handspun, 6
feature, Chaupap, a, 58
festivals, r~unilspresented on, 4
fibrous threads, 10
figure-patterns, 28
fleeting rams, 12
flight of steps, embroidered, 34
floating composition, in embroidery, 66
floral band, 33, 34, 52, 56
,, bunches, 66
,, compositions, 34, 66
,, decorations, 36
,, designs, 33
patterns, 16, 20, 22, 26, 33, 36, 52, 55, 58, 68
,, petals, 16, 66
,, scroll, 63
,, shrubs, 33, 68
flower(s), 33 in 1, 40, 48, 56, 63, 64, 66, 68
,,
bed, 48

flower(a), pot, 28
,,
in ailver, 63
flowering t r w , 20, 22
, worh, 6
flowery arrow, 40
, scroll, ace Roral scroll
flowing lino, 6
flutc, 11, 12, 63
,, variety, l2
folk art. 12
,, figuru, l0
P a t k n , 10
,, -style, 10, 10 fn 1, 26, 28
foreign travellers. 2
foreground, figure8 in, 50, 51
four-armed, Krishnq 26
,, Srividyi, 40
,. Virhnu, 28. 40
framework, salloped arch, or, 16
, rectangular bands, of. 20
full-blown flowers. 56
,
lotw, 16, 22
full-robe, I I
funeral pyre, 38

(staff),30, 40,56
gadar (a sheep), I I
gaddis (shepherds), 11, 56
Ganda, 8, 16, 20, 60
Gagda-vatman, 8
garden deign. 6
Carbwal, 22, 46
garland, 20
,, olskullr, 38
,, of levered heads (Jirom-likim), 43
Garuda, 63
Gawi Saftkar, lmga-shrine, 8
Geography. ChambP. 1
geometrical patterns. 6. 8, 56
g&d, l I, 20, 34, 55, 63
Gbamand Chand, king of KPngri, 15
Gita-Covindmn, 22.30, 50. 52
goad, 44, see also, &a
Gokul. 9
gopa-boyr, 9 fn l, 10, 1I
gopit, (same as gopink) 6, 7, 9, 9 fn 1, 10, 11, 12.22 26,28,
30, 52.55
gopinit, see gopis
Covardbana-a%ir~,9
Covindadbi, embroidem, 13
Grant, Chambs, 8
,, Drabila, 8
,, Vadi, 9
Great Battle of Kurukrhetra. 8
gmom, 60, 63
Gulcr, 6
,, king3 in. l5
g&-

Curh, parM
in Bralunor, I
Guru Ninak, 14
Gurdbpur Dial., Punjab, 14

hair-do, 26
Halipudha, 37
Halebid, 16
Hamir Chand, king of K z g r i , 15
hand-spun cloth, embroidery on, I, 6,9
hand-woven, 6
Lndiwork, 1, 14
&a (necklace), 22
haurn, 8
Hoysaleivara temple, 16
Hazara Distt., 66
head-cap, conical, 11
head-dress, 10
head-gear, 10, 1 1, I I fn 3, 43
Hero ( h e lover), 8, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51
Heroine (the beloved), 7, 8, 46,4tl, 49, 50, 51
high priest, 63
hill painters, 3, 22
Hill States. 7, 11. 12, 30
Himachal Pradesh, 1
Himalayan rangcs, 1, 2
Himalayas, Northern, pcoplc in, 63
,,
Western, I
historical contach, of Chambi, 2
horizontal band3, 34
,, stitches, 6
historical person, a embroiderer, 14
historic Sikh-shrine, 14
hone(s), 60. 63
horse-shoe-shaped arch, 34
horsemen, 63
house-hold handicrafb, 52, 60
hownuifc, 26, 60
hounds, 68
hukh-, 58
hunters, 68
hunting scene, 8, 60, 68, P1. XVI
3
image, bras, of Narasimha, 1
impclling iorce, the. utilitv. 4
'*a,

,,

.

.

.

.

painting, psychological interpretation, 51
,, Union, 1
ingenuity, diminishing bands on, 20
ilwcription, 1, 2, 3, 8
embroidered m - l , 36
inspiration from painters, 46
interweaving of silver, 10
invocation to Sri Ganda, 8
jackah, embroidered 38
Jagamitha, 0, 9, 9 in 1, 34

Jagat Singh, King ol'Nurpur, 2, 15
jXgir, Pathiyir, a, 3
JULmukbi, local deity, 9
joflaua.!im, 43
Jayadeva, 30, 50, 52, 55
jewelled throne, 44
Jit Singh, king of Chambi, 2, 15, 34
jug of water, embroidered, 20
Jungal Plate, 8
kahd, a blow-pipe, 12
kikadhvaja rafho, 43
KalahLfan'fi, a N i j i k i type, 46, 51
k a l d a , GO
Kalhana, 1, 2
KBli. 36, 37-38
,, crowned, 30
Kdi-hyihja-tantra, 38
Kiliya-dams. 9
kamar-bondh (waist-band), 11, 5 1
Kamali, 37
Kamalitmiki, 37
Kiugri, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, I I, 22, 30
,, art, l l
,, artists, 55
,, painters, 7
,, painting(r), 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 34, 46, 49
,, palam, 6
,, school, 51
,, Valley, 46
k h B i r , 28
k a l ~ i l o ,38, 43
korndl, 12, 30, 60
karfp, 38, 43
k a r t f i i , 43
KUmira (Kahmir), l , 2
khaddar, 6, 7, 10, 28
khodga, 38
Khandifi, 46, 50
Khin, Zakariyya, 3
khoraldlo (cymbals), 12
khqaka, 44
king worshipping, embroidered, PI. VII, 34
Kira, I
kiri.!a, 40
Kramrisch, Dr., 7
Krishna, 4, 7, 8, 9, 9 h l, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,20,22,26, 2t),
30, 34, 49, 50, 51, 52, 55, 63
and Rldl1.5, 7, 10, 22
,
,, and Rima, I I
,, as [our-armed \'ishnu, 7, 1 I
,, row-armed, 9 h I , PI. 117, 26
,, in Kiilgri painling, 4
, Icgelid!., as motif, 9
,, l i l i , 6, 8, 12
,, love sports or, 9, 14, 52
,, with tlutc, 9 rli I, 11, 12, 34
Krishninanda Agnn~Ixi~ii,
37

Kulu, 11, 36
Kulfita, l
ku!hira, 16
Kunrkrhetra, 8

lac-colour (ilakfh), 49
Lahore, 3
,, Museum, l 4
Lakshmaqavarman, 8
Lakrhmi, 9 In 1, 28, 30, 56
Labhmi or Mahilabhmi, 37
Lakshmi-Niriyana (Lahhmi-Nith), 0, 9, 13, 30
lampstand, embroidered, 60
land-grant, 2
leaping tigers, 12
lemon yellow, colour in embroidery. 10
Lih, pargaw- of ancient Brahmor, I
Lihga-shrine, 8
Lord (Krishw), 8, 9.22
lotus, 16, 20, 30, 40, 45, 55, 60
love, 14, 50
lover, 48, 49, 51
love-episodes, 14
love in union, (smbhogn), 46, 52
love-making. 49
love-rpm, 8, 9, 30, PI. X, 52, 55
lower-drar, 10
,, gannenb, l0
Lucknow, Provincial Mucum, 5
Ludhiana, G
lyrics, 30
lyrical, 5,30,66
lyricism, 6
machine-made, base-cloth, 6, 10
Mahidwgi. 37
MahbCanapati, 16
Mahilakshmi, 37, 44-45
Mahiriji Ranjit Singh, 3
Mahiuic+ir, 8, 36, 37, 43
Mahiuidyoddbira, 37
M a h i d h a , 37
mahout, 60
ml-md, 6, 7, 10, 19
Milinivijaya-tantra, 37
Mapdab, 9
Mangli, (Skt. Mmlgali), vill., 2
Skt. see Marigala
Mahgalr Plate, 8
Manimahda, 9
Min Singh, king of Guler, 15
A f m l r d o d a d h i , 37
Mirkanhryo Purina, 1
marriage proccrrions. 8. 12
,,
scene, PI. XIII, 11, 13, 14, 60
married wives, embroiderers, 60
Mitahgi, 37, 44

MPtadginf, aee Matahgl
MalhurP, 9

matted hair, 38. 40
meandering Rowcra, 26
,,
pattcma, 22
mcmenlos. 3
Meru-vannan, l
Muhclia Champ&, 2
milk-pots, 60
minareb. 13
Mindhal Plate, B
miniahua, 2, 3, G
miniature wmpmitiom, 6
,,
ground, 9
,,
yaintinq, 9, 14
,,
watch-towers, in, 34
Mirachu, teacher, 3
m&,
16, 20
moods, 46, 58
mou green, 10
motir, Kfishna's life as, 8, 9
mouse, vehicle, 16, 20
Mughal art, I I
attack, 2
,
convention, 13
, court artists. 3
,, dominions, 3
,, grandeur, 12
,, protc-ryp.3 20
Mukhopadhyaya, Upendranath, 37
mukula, 22, 94
munda, 38
Mun&iIi
Tantro, 37
murals, 6
Museum, Bhuri Singh, 7 , 9 fn 1, 20, 31, 56, 58, 60
Indian, 9 h L, 10 h 3. 16, 22, 26, 28, 30, 36, 64,
66,68
Lahore, 14, 46 in 1, 52 fo 1
,
,, N a t i o n a l , 9 f n I 1 , 1 0 i n 1 , 1 0 h 2 , l O ~ n 3 , 1 1 ~ n l ,

..

.
,,

IIh2.11h4,11h5,12h1,12fn4,IShI,
13 4 2.46, 52
Provincial, Lucknow, 5

Munhidabad, 37
musical appeal. 22
,, instrumenb, 12
,, love-sport, 30
musicians, 30, 60, 63
muzzle-gun, 68
mythology, 60

Nadaun, see Nadona
Nadona, 3
ninduali, 37
Nirada, 63
Nararida imag, l
,, temple, 1
Niriyana, 1, 8, 9, 9 h l, 56

National Muscum, S a Museum, National
nahualnas, depicted, 68
N i E , 7 , 11, 14,16,48,50,51
NdYiki-bkdar,
8, 9, 13, PI. IX, 46, 46 Q I
necklace, Krishna with, 22
Nlrti, 3
nichcr, square, 13
n i ~ & i , 12
Niii, 37
noose, 44, 68
N~itta-Gapapati,l 6
Nurpur, 2, 6, 15
,
Plate, 2

ochre yellow, 10
offended (Heroine), 50, 52
offerin@,tray of, 20
,, b0u.l of, 20, 34, 63
,, dish of, 20
,, pot of, 63
orange, colour wed, 6, l l, 64
o d h i , 16, 22, 30, 55
Orism, 8
ornamenb, 10, 40

padmo, 30, 40, 56
Plhldi art, 7
,, artist, 6, 12
,, h,16
,, rniniaturcs, 6, 13
,, painten, 20
,, paintings, 10, 20, 49
,, school, 51
,, style, domed archway, a, 50
painters, 7, 46
paintings, inspiration from, 7
,
hill states, in, 22
,,
delicate, 30
,,
Chambl, 10, 55
,,
Kingrl, 4
painted scene, 12
pair, ducks. oZ 50
,, figures, of, 58
,, goals, of. denoting piognancy of separated lovers, 46
,. males, of, 60
,, peacocks, of, 22, 33. 34, 46
,, Willow treo, of, 10
Palam. 3
Pakistan, 14
pakhabea, 40
panels, 7, 50, 52
,, embroidered, 46
par&, 16, 20
paw^, 1.2
parry I I

parrots, perching, 60
parrot, pet, 63
pifa, 40
Pathania Chicf, 2
Pathiylr, 3
paliki (waist band), 51
p&;, l l
patterns, 56 see fig. on p. 5
,, simple, 64
, wide range of, 68
Pattm9, PI. XIV, 64, pl. XV, 66
peacock, 11, 12
, feathen, of, 11, 63
,, male (symbolizing absent lover), 12, 46, 49, 51
,, pair ol, 22. 33. 34. 46
phulkCi, 56, 66
pictorial effect, 10, 16
pilaters, 16
Pine tree, 22, 34. 36, 50, 55
plantain, 6, 12, 22, 30, 50, 55
,, tree, 63
,, tree, motif, 5
Plate, Chambi, B
,, dated 1915-17A.D., of King Sri-Sirhha, 9
,, of CaneSa-vannan, 8
,, Jungal, of king Balabhadra. 8
,, Marigala, 8
,, Minghal, 8
,, Nurpur, 2
Polo, game, 2
popular style, 10
portrait paintings, 3
pots, sweets, of, 48
pralamba, 3
prancing horses, 12
Pratlpshha, king, B
Pra&di&a (standing pose), 38
Pratyarigiri, 37
primordial power, 36
Prithvishha. 8
Prithvi Singh. 3
king of Chambl, 1641-64. 15
king o l Nurpur, 1735-89, 15
p r o s h i t a b h r f ~ i46,
, 48
@oshyoQaliki, extra-ordinary variety, 46, 48
protection-giving pose (abhili), 43
Provincial Museum, Lucknow, 5
Punch, State, 36
Punjab, 6, 22, 30, 56
,, hill painters, 22
,, Hill Stale. 46
Puran Singh, 33 h 1,46 fn l , 52 fn I
Pwi,8,9,9h l,34
,, temple, in, 34
prima-rigo, 52 fn I
purraka, 40
pyjrimi, I I
Pyuhra, a pargani, of thc ancirnt stalc of Brah~nor,I

qalam, Kingri. 6

quadrangle, in embroidery, 26, 28, 34, 36, 56
quadrangular swings, in a rum*/, 28
queen, 58
, Tribhuvanarehl, 1
quiver embroidered, 63

FG&, 9 , 9 h l, 14,22,50,52,55,63
RMhP and KChna, 7, 10, PI. 111, 22-25, 30, 33 In 1.
PI. X, 52-55, 52 fn 1
R i d h i a &hi, 52
h-ga-Riginis, 9
RZjZ Dale1 Singh, 3
,, Prithvi Singh, 1
,, S j Singh, king of Chambi, 2, 3, 9, 15, 34
,, Sanslr Chand, 3, 15
RSjriip Singh, King of Nurpur, 15
R i j Singh, king of CharnbP, sec RijP R i j Singh
R i j Singh, king of Guler, 15
,, Singh's Grant, 8
Rdjolaraigini, 2
R i m , 8, 9, 11, 40, 63
,, and SitP, 8
r@g,
12, 30, 60
RaghJm-Kothi. pargqi, 1
Ranjit Singh, Mahirij& 3
&a, 22
f i a l i l i , 8, 30
%~JIIU!I&~6, 7,8,9, 10 h 1, 10, l0 h 2, 1I, 13,22,28,
30, 36
with Vishnu a t the centre, PI. V, 28
,,
,, Lakrhmi-Niriyqa at the cenke, PI. VI,
30
RmMloRjari, 46, 48, 51
r&-&fan,
43
Rivi, 1, 2
reall- 68
rechgles, b i a for, 64
rectangular, 6, 16, 63, G8
,,
panels, 46 Cn l
rectilinear, 16, 25, 52
religious scarfs, 37
rider, 60
Rihlu, 3
ritual, 60, 63
rosary, 20, 40, 43
ruby patterns, 20
Ruknbi-haropo, 8, 12 fn 2, 13
running scroll. 68
Rdpmn, 33 fn l, 46 In 1, 52 fn l
RJp Chand, b n g of Culer, 15
R d , the, 7
,. animals and birds in. 12
,, architectural background in, 13
,, Bigh d&gn in. 56
,, cbaupad in, 58
,, colounin, l 3

W ,complete scene or motif in, 9

,,
,,
,,

drum-shaped panels in, 46
elliptical Gamu adopted in, 7
floral and stellar deigm in, 7
,, folk-srylu in, 28
,, folk patterns in, 10
,. Capda ar a fhcme in, 16, 20
,, geomevical patterm in, 7
,, heroine depicted in, 46
,, hunting s a n e in, 68
,, Krishpa in, 26
., ky-out and wntcnb inspired by
paintings, 7
,, M a h i r i j a in, 36
,, marriage scene in, 60
,, pattuns in, 64, 66
,, perspective in, l l
,, predominance of figura of dcitieo in, 7
,. E j j L in, 34
,, themes social and religious in, 7
, touch of intimacy in, 14
,, two different typa of, 10
,, Vaishnarra uend in, 52
running stitch-, 7
,, boars as motif, 12
,, deer a motif. l2

mucd thread, serpent+, of, 43
S5hiIIn-vannan. I, B

S5h6.2
Saiva ahriner, 8
Saivaite devotees, 37
Sakhi, 52, 55
sa, 2
sambhoga, 46, 52
Sanad. Dur-i Ahmad Sh*, of, 3
,, Zakariva Khk, of, 3
L f i L (conch-shell), 30, 40, 56
Sans% Chand Katoch. R+, 3,8, 15
Sanskrit rhetoria, 51
sarhh, 34
S k f r a , era, 2
satin stitch, 5
satirical poatwu, 26
sc-f(s) (S-),
4, 16, 37
scinrors ikmlril.
43
>
,,-d o @ a d , 16
sacred gras, scat of, 63
serpent, 40.46,51
a a d thrad or, 43
severed h a d (W&), 98.42
Shikjahk, 2

%h@

SiddhavidyL, 36, 37
Siddhi, consort of Ganda, 16
Jikirgih, 8
Sikh dominions, 3
,, shrine, 14
,, style of painting, 3
Silver banded gh?ri, 63
,, bu!i work, 22
,, flowers in, 63
,, Lines, 63
,, pot (kdaia), 60
,, thread, 10, 11, G3
silvery bowl, 63
iiromdikh (garland or severed he&), 43
Sitii, 8, 11
sikir, 12
Siva, 8, 11, 38, 40, 60
Qiva-Iiriga, 8
small stitches, 9
spear, 68
spittoon, 48
Sri Chandi, 36
., Ganda, 8
,, Naiiyana, B
,, Simha, king, 3, 9
Thikur I.akshmi Niriyana, 13
$'.rrvrdya,
.
39, 40
staff (gudi), 30
stages in the technique, 9
stalk oilohm, 16
State olKofl~i,I
,, Ivluseum, local, 1
,, of Brahmor, l
Himachal Pradesh, 1
States, Hill, 7
stellar designs, 7
stem stitch, 5
stitches, diagonal, 6
,, double run, 9
,, ho~.izontal,6
,, long, 9
,, satin, 5
,, small, 9
,, stem, 5
,, vertical, 6
Subhadri, 8, 9 fn I, PI. VII, 34
Sundhsr;, road, 2
Sundari, 36, 37, 40
Suraj h,lall, king of Nurpur, 15
rPrpa, winnowing basket, 44
SGrya, 60
Sussala's campaigns, 1
Svidhinapatiki, 46, 49-50
swans, 12,28
sweet-meat (modaka), 16
sweets, held out, 55
sword (khodga), 38, 44, G8
,, and he shield, 68

-

.,

symbolic pair, serpents, 46
,,
representations, 46
,,
touch, 50

Table, showing dates or kings, 15
Tikari, 2
finpwd, 12, 30, 63
Tanlrasira, 37
Tlntric concept, 36
,, goddesses, 36
,, influence, 36
T k i , 36.37
Tirigad, 2
technique, 3, 5-6, 7, 9, 10, 16, 64
,,
earliest, 9
,
of the lines, 3
,,
stages in the, 9, 10, 16
temple, 1, 8, 9
,, of Lakshmi-NPriyana. 3 , 8
,,
,,Sri NirEyaqa, 8
Ten Incarnations, 8
,, Mah-uidyk, PI. VIII, 8, 36-45
textile embroidery, 1
Thikur Lakshrni-Niriyana, mmil dedicated to, 13
thickly stitched, embroidery, 56
threads, 7, 10
,, of serpents, 43
,, silver, 10, 11, 22
tiara, single, I I
tiger, figure or, 34
,, skin, as apperel, 38
,, spotted, drawn, 68
!olki, variety or drum, 12
trabeatc, design, 34
,,
type ol architecture, 12
Wade-route, 2
treaure-house, Brahmor, I
Treaty, with Kihgrl, 3
,,
,, king Sansir Chand, 8
trees, 6, 11, 28, 55, 68
,, branch of, 49
Triad of Jagannitha, Balarlma and Subhadri of Puri,
PI. VII, 0, 9 in 1, 34
Tribhuvanarekhi, queen, I
tributary, I, Budhal, a, I
Trimukh, lirlga-shrine, 8
Tripurabhairavi, 36, 43
trumpet, 12
trunk of Ganda, l 8
hyst, 46, 48
tusk, held by Caqda, 16
Tvaritii, 37

Uday R i m Chand, king of Kingrl, 15
Uday Singh, king of Chambi, 15

Ugar Singh, king of Chambi, I5
Umed Singh, king of Chambl, 2, 3, 8, l j
unbending RXdhi, 52
unblcachcd, bare-cloth, 6
untwisted. silk-yarn, 5. 6
Upldhy5ya Mirachu, 3
upper garment, I I
Upper Rivi. I
utenrih, embroidered, 60
Utkanthiti, 4G, 49
ttfpala. 38

Vsdi Grant, 9
Vagali, oee Vagalirnukhi
Vagalirnukhi, 37, 44
Vigvidini, 37
Vaishnava cult, 8
,,
cult-imago, 9
,,
theme, 36
,,
trend, 52
,,
triad, 34
Vairhnavism, 9, 30
VaNdpura, 2
Varihamihira, I
uarodo (rnudro'), 38, 42
uaram, 43
variegated bands, I I
coloW3 11, 20, 22, 28, 30, 33, 50, 56, 63. 68
Varaini, 43
Varanla-ro'ga, 26
Vbakzuaiii, 46, 48-49
Vhdeva, 9
veil, embroidered, 16, 52
veiled bride, embroidered, 63
vcrtical bands, 20, 34
,, stitch=, 6
Vidagd!a-varman, I
VidyP, see hfahividyi
uidynm, 43
\'idy%igar, J., 48

Vijay Chand, king o l Gulrr, 15
,. Ram Chand, king al' Kingri, 15
lino-, 63
Vipralaldhzl. 46, 48
cipyoga, 4 6
Vishnu, 7, 8, 9, 11, 28, 30, M
Vishnuire deity, B
Vishnu, tcmplcs, to. 8
Vsvasthali, 2, 3
\'rindivana, 30

waistband, 11. 51
war trumpcl, 12
wasteland, crnbroidcrcd, 68
watch-towcrr, cmhroidcrcd, 34
watcr-jar, ernbroidcred. 48
watery shrubs, cmbroidcred, 16
weapons, 44, 68
Watern Fiimala).as, I
wild boar, 68
willnw, 6, 10, 11, 16, 22, 55, 63
winnowing basket, 44, 63
wood-ca~ings. I
woods, embroidrred. G8
Wonhip o l Ganda, PI. 1. 16.19
woven threads oi silver (bodlil, I I

yak-tail Tan, 55
yarns, G
yellow game111 o l \'agal2muhhi, 44
,, robr, 22. 51
Yugikara, same as Yugikaravannan
Yugikara-vannan, 1, 8

Zakariyya Khio, Governor o i Lahore, 3
zilinn, 20
,, patterns, G6

